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INTRODUCTION

The following documents gather together all we presently know about the 
early twentieth-century French artist Sophie La Rosière. Born Sophie Basset, 
she died in 1948 but was only active as an artist between about 1905 and 
1918 when she aborted her practice and abandoned her studio, which, 
miraculously, has been preserved in its final state. 

Research is still an ongoing process. Art historians and conservators 
are undertaking the forensic investigation based on the physical paintings, 
historians are delving into her history, and psychoanalysts are speculating on 
what trauma caused her to cover her works but not destroy them. Meanwhile 
feminists are advocating for her place in art history.

That some research here is fact and some still speculative is only to 
be expected given that the artist’s activity was only so recently discovered. 
But we think it important to bring our collective findings to the public. 

Nonetheless, the whole scientific authority of the disciplines of 
museology and art history is evident here in the apparatus of investigation 
and documentation. Paintings have been X-rayed by the prestigious Centre 
de recherche et de restauration des musées de France (C2RMF), housed 
in the Louvre in Paris. The specialist on nineteenth-century French art 
and culture Gérard Audinet, Director of the Maisons de Victor Hugo, has 
illuminated some of the dark corners of the case of this unknown artist. A 
team of experts has compiled a catalogue raisonné of 292 works, some of 
which we believe independently to be from the hand of her partner, Florence, 
whose last name is still unknown. And the Lacanian psychoanalyst Yan 
Pélissier has offered insights into La Rosière’s psychological character, of 
such interest, having captured the public’s imagination. Here, as elsewhere, 
the question remains of why this artist so dramatically obscured her history, 
seemingly destroying her paintings while preserving them at the same time. 
Having benefited from this contradictory gesture, a hundred years later, we 
are obligated to make sense of it. 

Philip Monk, Director
Art Gallery of York University
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1855
Henri Basset (married to Marnie Basset) opens 
a small cutlery business in Nogent-sur-Marne, 
eastern outskirts of Paris.

1857
Birth of Jeanne Smith in Paris, eldest daughter 
of Jules Smith (d 1868), Clerk of the Civil 
Court of First Instance in the Seine department. 
Originally English, his ancestors immigrated 
to France in the eighteenth century. Jeanne’s 
mother, Léontine Lesouëf, came from a wealthy 
family that dealt in precious metals.

1864
Birth of Madeleine Smith in Paris.

1867
Birth of Sophie Basset (later known as La 
Rosière) in Nogent-sur-Marne. She is the  
only child of Henri and Marnie Basset.

Madeleine SmithJeanne Smith

SOPHIE LA ROSIÈRE  
AMONGST HER PEERS
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1888
Sophie leaves the convent to attend to her father 
who has suffered an aneurysm and has been left 
handicapped. She will live with her parents until 
their deaths in 1904 and 1905. Sophie secretly 
renews her friendship with Madeleine Smith 
and regularly visits the Smiths’ domain. Little 
is known of this period of her life save for her 
visits to the Smith sisters and her practice as a 
Sunday painter.

1905
Henner dies after an illness, which ends the 
project of marriage to Madeleine Smith.

1905
After the death of her parents, Sophie inherits the 
family home, where she lives alone. She begins 
to integrate herself into the Parisian art scene by 
attending the art school La Grande Chaumière, 
which had only been recently founded in 1902 
by two women artists, Martha Settler and  
Alice Danenberg. 

1906
Sophie meets Florence at La Grande Chaumière. 
Florence is also from Nogent but is 15 years 
younger than Sophie and from humble origins. 
Florence models at La Grande Chaumière as 
well as at the Académie Russe (1908), Académie 
Vassilieff (1909), and then in Russian émigré artist 
Marie Vassilieff’s new studio in Montparnasse. As 
a result of her developing friendship with Sophie, 
she occasionally poses for the Smith sisters in their 
Nogent studio.

1906
Madeleine Smith meets the scholar and historian 
Pierre Champion, son of the publisher Honoré 
Champion, while he is cataloguing the print, 
manuscript, and book collection of Madeleine 
and Jeanne’s late uncle Auguste Lesouëf.

Photo of Smith estate in Nogent-sur-Marne

L. Madeleine Smith portrait of Ottilie Roederstein  
as Joan of Arc  
C. & R. Self-portraits by Ottilie Roederstein

Ottilie and Jeanne

Ottilie and Madeleine

1876
During the summer, Sophie and Madeleine 
Smith meet on the Smith family estate in 
Nogent-sur-Marne when Sophie accompanies 
her father on a business visit. They begin  
what will be a lifelong relationship.

1883
Jeanne Smith develops an interest in 
photography. She meets the Swiss-German 
painter Ottilie Roederstein (1859–1937)  
and they become lovers. Roederstein comes 
to Paris to study at the atelier of salon  
painter Jean-Jacques Henner, one of the  
only studios open to women in Paris in  
the second half of the nineteenth century. 

1883
Sophie is placed in the Daughters of Charity 
convent in Aubervilliers (northeast outskirts  
of Paris) as a result of her parents’ anxiety 
about the intense relationship she had 
developed with Madeleine Smith. 

1887 
Madeleine begins to paint and from 1891–1894 
studies in Paris at the atelier of Jean-Jacques 
Henner, sometimes serving as his model. She  
has modest success, winning a bronze medal 
in 1891 at the Salon de la société des artistes 
français for her portrait of Joan of Arc, for 
which Ottilie Roederstein served as the model. 
Madeleine develops an intimate relationship 
with Henner who is 35 years her elder.
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1907
While often in Paris, Sophie steadily develops  
a more and more intimate relationship  
with Florence.

1907
Madeleine Smith marries Pierre Champion,  
who is 16 years her younger.

1908
Florence moves in with Sophie in Nogent. It 
is during the period 1908–1918 that the two 
maintain a vibrant romantic relationship,  
where painting occupies a central part.

1914
Jeanne and Madeleine Smith open an auxiliary 
military hospital (number 73) on their property 
where Florence works as a nurse until 1918, 
attending to wounded soldiers. During the  
war Madeleine also directs the construction  
of a library on the property to house their  
uncle’s collection.

1918
Florence returns to live in Paris and all trace  
of her vanishes. 

1919
Pierre Champion elected mayor of Nogent.

1940
Death of Madeleine Smith.

1942
Death of Pierre Champion. 

Madeleine painting on the Smith estate

Roederstein portrait of Madeleine Smith 
painting Ottilie as Joan of Arc 
Paintings by Madeleine Smith in rear

Documents of Auxiliary Military  
Hospital Number 73

Paintings by Madeleine Smith

Madeleine and Jean-Jacques Henner Bibliothèque Smith-Lesouëf
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1943
Death of Jeanne Smith.

1944
With the execution of the Smith-Champion 
legacy to the French state, and according to the 
two sisters’ wishes, a national old age home 
for artists is created on their estate, the Maison 
nationale des artistes, which still functions today. 
Through their will, and in acknowledgement of 
their friendship, Sophie is invited to be one of  
the first residents.

1947
Sophie moves into the Maison nationale des 
artistes, bringing with her, according to a 
1947 medical record, “a set of black artworks 
painted on dismantled furniture”. The record also 
specifies that “some paintings are made on door 
panels” and that the resident “refuses to separate 
from them”. A few years later Marie Vassilieff 
begins her residence there, where she dies in 1957.

1948
Death of Sophie La Rosière.
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DISCOVERY

 

If you have ever been to the Scrap Metal in Toronto, you have come across 
a large industrial door on your right, three-quarters of the way into the 
exhibition space. This door is six feet wide by ten feet high, suspended on 
a rolling system that allows it to glide along the wall when unlocked. It 
protects a space within a space: a stronghold for the gallery’s inner workings 
that spans worktables, toolkits, furniture pieces, vacant crates, art objects, 
and forgotten mementos. Since the gallery’s inaugural exhibition, this door 
has always remained closed to our audience. Still, its battered surface—
the various chips and wounds that reveal layers of old paint, handwritten 
notes, and measurements—has seduced viewers, moving some to gently 
run their hands over the surface or try to peak through its crevices where 
the light comes through. Its presence has instigated a number of questions 
from visitors over the years: Has this door always been here? Is it part of 
the exhibition? The answer to the former question remains a mystery; the 
answer to the latter has always been ‘no’—until now.

In safekeeping all of these previously mentioned articles, the door has 
also withheld the remnants of an obscure artistic legacy: the life and works 
of French artist Sophie La Rosière (1867–1948). Since 2009, German-born, 
Toronto-based artist Iris Häussler has given physical and conceptual form to 
La Rosière’s loving and erotic impulses through Art Nouveau-like paintings 
and drawings, two of which were discovered behind this curious sliding door.

As the story goes, Joe Shlesinger and Samara Walbohm, collectors 
and founders of Scrap Metal, had stored a large part of their art collection 
at the gallery during an immense renovation of their principal home. Works 
of art they had lived with finally joined artworks that were held in storage 
since their acquisition, along with objects that had been outlived by the 
couple but were too sentimental to deaccession. The space was compact, 
perhaps even strained—full, but loosely organized. It became a physical and 
emotional interweaving of things, a time of great activity that required fine 
orchestration. The renovation was completed one year later, and the couple 
returned to the space to select artworks to be reinstalled in their home. The 
exodus of material allowed the room and its contents to breathe more freely, 
calling for reorganization. Crates, ladders, daybeds, books, and artworks were 
reshuffled, drawing attention to two unlabelled, canvas-wrapped objects that 
were spotted wedged between two large gilded mirrors.
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exquisite X-ray scans that confirm our suspicions of a sensuous surface 
burning beneath the wax camouflage. Implicated in this revelation and its 
possibilities, Bouteloup, Alaux, Menu, and myself embark on an extensive 
investigation that calls for a metaphysical dismantling of doors—trap doors 
and swinging doors, rigid doors and revolving doors—until the wreckage in 
which we find ourselves in uncovers the construction of a twentieth-century 
female figure, Sophie La Rosière, who has finally come out from under to 
stand in the light. 

 

Rui Mateus Amaral, Director and Curator
Scrap Metal, Toronto

Following my curiosity, I remove the canvas carefully, revealing a pair 
of thick, asphalt-coloured doors. One is a domestic door, unhinged from 
someone’s bedroom; the other has been dislodged from a kitchen cupboard 
or wardrobe. Years-old shipment invoices and inventory spreadsheets 
provide little information. The movement of these objects is accounted for, 
but any identification beyond their dimensions is undocumented. Logically, 
I consulted Shlesinger and Walbohm. For Walbohm, these are ‘objets d’art’ 
that were purchased in the late 1990s at an arts décoratifs market in 
Saint-Germain-des-Prés, Paris. Walbohm’s recollection is foggy: “They 
were inexpensive, bought on a whim”, she says, at a time when the couple 
were not as conscious about collecting or as rigorous about cataloguing. 
Walbohm adds, “we were convinced they belonged to 1950s and 1960s 
French abstraction, connected visually to the works of Pierre Soulages”. 
They recall receiving a gracefully handwritten receipt that has since been 
lost, much like their memory of the spiel issued to them by the dealer (whose 
part-French, part-English-with-a-German-accent vocabulary was nonetheless 
memorable). Walbohm shares that these pieces were quickly shipped to 
Toronto and were never unwrapped; they are mementos of spontaneity, of 
young love. I re-wrap the doors and place them back where they were found.

Months later, I am in Paris with my dear colleague Mélanie Bouteloup, 
co-founder and director of Bétonsalon: centre d’art et recherche, at the 
Villa Vassilieff in Montparnasse, Paris. Bouteloup was working towards 
launching the Villa Vassilieff in February 2016, operating this art historical 
site as a significant extension of Bétonsalon’s research-sensitive program. 
The villa is located in a charming little alley, cobble-stoned and framed by 
lush greenery. The front door to the villa is hugged by ivy, a scene plucked 
from an early twentieth-century European film. Originally, the studio space 
belonged to artist Marie Vassilieff who, I learn, converted it into a canteen 
that served the physical and social needs of the first generation of artists 
of L’École de Paris during the First World War. Bouteloup’s intention is to 
recapture the villa’s creative and social history by exhibiting the works of 
Vassilieff’s artistic milieu.

Intrigued, I accompany Bouteloup to her research appointment (I 
don’t speak French, but Bouteloup is nice enough to translate) with Gérard 
Alaux, Director of the Fondation nationale des arts graphiques et plastiques 
(FNAGP) in Nogent-sur-Marne, who unpacks documents and images related 
to Vassilieff’s life and efforts. From their conversation I pick up on a mention 
of the Bibliothèque Smith-Lesouëf which, I discover, is a library nearby. Not 
one to overlook an opportunity to visit a cathedral or historical archive, I 
ask to be taken there after our appointment. 

The library, which is located on a French estate, is romantic and 
lived-in—lined with boxes and busts, paintings and plinths, crates and 
creaking noises, names and countless codes. Generally, the space is dim 
except for rare streaks of light that poke through the ceiling windows, 
illuminating a sculptural figure’s raised cheekbone or the worn-in spine 
of a book. Journeying deeper into the library, this same hovering light 
source directs my attention to two leaning monochromatic doors, whose 
resemblance to the twosome at Scrap Metal is indisputable. The only 
differences that I can spot are signs of aging, illustrated by a lipstick-red 
under-layer that cuts through the uneven surface of black wax.

I disclose my recent Toronto findings to Bouteloup and Alaux, who 
are spectators of this uncanny moment. As I describe my encounter, we buzz 
from the possibility of being in possession of a key that unlocks a door to 
an unknown artist’s life or to unknown work by an artist who is known. 
Whatever these discoveries suggest, both Bouteloup and Alaux advise that 
all four doors be sent to Michel Menu at the Centre de recherche et de 
restauration des musées de France (C2RMF) for inspection and scanning. 
As instructed, upon my return to Toronto, the two doors are shipped 
directly to the restoration facility in Paris for investigation. The lab returns 

Bibliothèque Smith-Lesouëf. SLR-235 in background

SLR-235
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X-RAYS

Iris Häussler at C2RMF

Iris Häussler at C2RMF
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SLR-260
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SLR-264
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HOUSE AND STUDIO
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VANISHED VANITY

The art historian who moves from the twentieth century towards the 
nineteenth has the impression of leaving a city, laid out at right angles and 
serviced by a dense transportation network, to plunge into the suburbs where 
vaster and vaster unused spaces hide behind tall, blank walls.

Partial biographies, incomplete sources, vanished artworks all make 
up these inaccessible and abandoned spaces. It would be an endless task to 
catalogue all the missing works that documents attest to. From time to time, 
one is lit up by a ray of glory, but for the most part, attics, collectors’ secrets, 
fires, and wars have relegated them to the secret reserves of the unlocatable 
or the destroyed.

But then, as if history itself wasn’t sufficient to feed this black hole, 
or seemed to be too slow or unpredictable, certain artists join in themselves, 
whether by destruction pure and simple or by the more sophisticated method 
of covering up, what has been called re-painting—for example, Picabia hid 
nearly half of his artworks under those still visible today.

Less famously—because her efforts were almost successful or, more 
accurately, because she buried her artistic career—Sophie La Rosière belongs 
to the group of artists who subjected their work to this kind of fade to 
black. In her case, twice over or even more, in a literal as well as a figurative 
sense: not happy merely to destroy her first work by covering them over by 
a second and a third one, she made the resulting work, so to speak, invisible 
underneath their thick layer of black.

This double gesture can hardly fail to remind an art historian that, 
consciously or unconsciously, the obscuring of material is also its rejection. 
Painting over is understandable: as a palinode of a previous step in artistic 

VANITÉ DISPARUE 
 

L’historien de l’art qui remonte du XXe siècle vers l’amont du XIXe a 
l’impression de quitter une ville au plan bien perpendiculaire et desservi 
par un réseau serré de transport pour s’engager dans des faubourgs où 
des espaces de plus en plus vastes de terrains vagues sont dissimulés 
derrière de hauts murs aveugles.

Biographies lacunaires, sources incomplètes, œuvres disparues 
sont ces friches inaccessibles. On s’épuiserait à cataloguer ces œuvres 
manquantes qu’attestent les documents, qu’illumina même parfois le rayon 
de la gloire, mais que les greniers, les secrets des collections, les incendies, 
les guerres ont rangées depuis dans les réserves secrètes des absences  
de localisation ou des destructions.

Mais, comme si l’histoire elle-même ne suffisait pas à alimenter ce 
trou noir, ou y montrait trop de lenteur et d’aléatoire, certains artistes y 
prêtent la main d’eux-mêmes, soit par la destruction pure et simple soit 
par le procédé plus sophistiqué du recouvrement, de ce que l’on a appelé 
ailleurs la re-peinture : c’est presque la moitié de son œuvre que Picabia, 
par exemple, a dissimulé sous la moitié aujourd’hui visible.

Moins célèbre – parce que son coup a failli réussir ou plus 
certainement, parce qu’elle avait déjà enseveli sa vie d’artiste – Sophie 
La Rosière fait partie de ces artistes qui ont réalisé ce passage au noir 
de leur œuvre. Ici, au sens propre comme au figuré : en s’y prenant  
à deux fois… ou même plus ! ne se contentant pas de détruire l’œuvre 
première en la recouvrant d’une seconde puis d’une troisième mais  
« invisibilisant » aussi l’œuvre résultante sous une épaisse couche  
de noir.
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development, it paradoxically provides a foothold for the next. We should 
avoid the too simple argument, based on economics and a taste for pathos, 
for a need to recycle painting supports. Painters readily acknowledge that it 
can be more pleasing or stimulating to paint over an older work than onto a 
white canvas. But what of the fade to black that follows? Is it a recognition—
and an expression—of the futility of the gesture? For it seems clear that that 
which has been covered up, hidden away, that which she had attempted to 
render invisible, remains paradoxically and strangely visible. Does the layer 
of shadows realize that it says the opposite of what it appears to do?

In a previous interview on the subject of La Rosière, I mentioned a 
strange experience I had while hanging the Picabia retrospective at the 
Musée d’art moderne de la Ville de Paris in 2003. Arranging the artworks 
‘aesthetically’, that is, ‘by eye’, it appeared impossible to put certain paintings 
side by side—though they were from the same period, the same series, even 
‘visually’ quite similar to each other. Together on the wall, they seemed 
to cancel each other out, when one over-painted canvas was placed beside 
one painted directly on a blank canvas. The invisible returned, strangely, to 
disrupt a visual kinship that had seemed apparent on first glance.

Was Sophie La Rosière trying to conjure this very effect by covering her 
work with black? Or, on the contrary, was this a way of pushing the visibility 
of the invisible to the limit? All of these observations and investigations 
only deepen the mystery of her re-painting. Why preserve while obscuring, 
rather than simply destroy?

Once situated in a history, does the gesture reveal itself as pathological 
or as incredibly significant? Is it the brutal, impulsive work, painfully 
performed, of mourning a romantic life intimately connected to an artistic 
development? Or is it the crossing-out, with equally painful clairvoyance, 
of an artistic career that, literally, had not existed, walled up in a suburban 

Ce redoublement du geste ne peut manquer d’interpeller l’historien 
de l’art que sciemment ou inconsciemment il rejette en occultant sa matière. 
Repeindre est compréhensible : palinodie de l’étape précédente d’un 
cheminement artistique, mais qui paradoxalement lui sert de marchepied. Il 
faut en effet se garder de l’argument trop facile, économique et misérabiliste, 
du recyclage du support. Les peintres reconnaissent volontiers qu’il est plus 
agréable ou plus stimulant de repeindre sur une œuvre ancienne que sur 
une toile blanche. Mais le passage au noir qui vient s’y surajouter ? Est-ce la 
reconnaissance – et l’expression – de la vanité du geste ? Car il semble bien 
que ce qui a été recouvert, occulté, ce que l’on a tenté de rendre invisible 
demeure paradoxalement et étrangement visible. La couche de ténèbres 
reconnaît-elle qu’elle dit le contraire de ce qu’elle prétend ?

Dans un précédent entretien à propos de Sophie La Rosière, j’ai 
déjà évoqué cette curieuse expérience faite lors de l’accrochage de la 
rétrospective Picabia au Musée d’art moderne de la Ville de Paris, en 
2003. Disposant les œuvres « esthétiquement », « à l’œil », il s’avérait 
impossible de présenter côte à côté des tableaux appartenant pourtant à 
la même période, à la même série, « visuellement » proches en apparence, 
mais qui placés sur le mur s’excluaient l’un l’autre, dès lors que l’un était 
repeint sur une toile ancienne et l’autre un tableau de premier jet exécuté 
sur une toile vierge. L’invisible faisait étrangement retour pour briser la 
parenté visuelle apparente, à première vue.

Est-ce ce phénomène que Sophie La Rosière a tenté de conjurer 
en recouvrant tout de noir ? ou, au contrait, est-ce manière de pousser à 
la limite cette visibilité de l’invisible ?

Car ce constat et cette interrogation ne font que rendre plus épais 
le mystère de cette re-peinture. Pourquoi conserver en occultant plutôt 
que de détruire tout simplement ?

studio without public presentation, dimly lit and redundantly void: a total 
black-out?

Sophie La Rosière literally erased herself. She erased herself from 
painting, from its history and attendant typologies. But she did not erase 
without leaving a few wrinkles on the surface. What pure and simple 
destruction could not have done, her covering up—digging her own tomb 
and pulling the earth over herself—reveals a radical negation of all painting, 
official or marginal, academic, modernist, or Art Brut, anachronistic to every 
period. But in order to reveal what?

What, if not that painting, here, can be nothing other than one 
possible form of sexuality? That, outside of the sheets, it can be the pursuit 
of carnal pleasure where love exults, another form of jouissance and 
amorous passion, destined to live and die with it...

... and, need we say, one for which art history has no place.

Gérard Audinet

Dès lors qu’il importe de le situer dans une histoire, ce geste 
se révèle-t-il pathologique ou terriblement conséquent ? Est-ce le 
travail, brutal, impulsif d’un deuil douloureusement accompli sur une 
vie amoureuse intimement unie à un parcours artistique ? Ou est-ce le 
trait tiré, avec une clairvoyance tout aussi douloureuse, sur une carrière 
artistique qui, littéralement, n’a pas existée, claquemurée dans son 
pavillon de banlieue, sans manifestation publique, obscure et avec 
redondance dans son néant : noire aveugle.

Sophie La Rosière s’est littéralement effacée. Elle s’est effacée 
de la peinture, de son histoire et de son cortège de typologies. Mais elle 
s’en est effacée non sans laisser quelques rides à la surface. Ce que 
la pure et simple destruction n’aurait pu accomplir, le recouvrement 
– creuser sa propre tombe et ramener la terre sur soi – révèle la 
négation radicale de toute peinture officielle ou marginale, académique, 
moderniste ou d’art brut, anachronique à toute période. Mais pour 
révéler quoi ?

Quoi ? sinon que la peinture pourrait être, ici, rien autre qu’une 
des formes possibles de la sexualité. Qu’elle pourrait être, en dehors des 
draps, la poursuite d’un plaisir charnel où exulte l’amour, une autre forme 
de la jouissance et de la passion amoureuse, destinée à vivre avec elle et 
à mourir avec elle…

… et pour laquelle, est-il besoin de le dire, l’histoire de l’art n’a pas  
de place.

Gérard Audinet
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CATALOGUE RAISONNÉ

A cataloguing of the complete works of Sophie La Rosière presents 
problems not associated with more traditional catalogues raisonnés. This 
is due to the recent discovery of her entire oeuvre almost a hundred years 
after its production. We have no public career to draw upon—no ongoing 
exhibition history in galleries, salons, or museums, nor any auction records 
(all of which would have produced primary documents). Furthermore, 
there are no contemporary journal articles or newspaper reports, nor are 
there even any diary or journal entries (at least yet discovered) by other 
contemporaneous artists or critics, no memoirs even of the period where 
La Rosière is mentioned. We are left, therefore, solely to the internal 
examination of this body of work.

Then there is the state in which the works were discovered: massed 
all together and in no order at all. Two of the encaustic-covered paintings 
were originally found in Toronto, a third wrapped panel was later located 
in the Bibliothèque Smith-Lesouëf, adjacent to the old age home for artists 
administered by the Fondation nationale des arts graphiques et plastiques 
(FNAGP) in Nogent-sur-Marne just outside Paris. It was the X-raying of 
the first that led to the discovery of paintings hidden beneath the obscuring 
encaustic surface. It was the subsequent, accidental discovery of the wrapped 
and bound panel hidden in storage in the Bibliothèque Smith-Lesouëf, part of 
the Château Smith-Champion, also administered by the FNAGP, that led 
to the artist being identified as Sophie La Rosière (see the account by Rui 
Mateus Amaral). Part of the Smith sisters’ bequest to the French nation 
established this old age home for artists in one of their two chateaus—
the Maison nationale des artistes—of which Sophie La Rosière was one of 
the first residents. When the Bibliothèque Smith-Lesouëf was transferred to 
the Bibliothèque nationale, it became a repository for uncatalogued work 
from the residents. The discovery there of this single wrapped panel led to 
Sophie La Rosière and eventually to the location of her home and studio, 
which remained intact all these years with their store of paintings.

Paintings found in the sitting room of the house generally are of 
four types: paintings of flowers; oil sketches of female nudes presumably 
considered innocuous enough by La Rosière not to be covered; a few 
paintings that give evidence of two hands, or at least one other than 
Sophie (presumably her lover, the artist model Florence); and paintings 
attributed outright to Florence. Some hung on walls or easels, were laid 
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on every surface, or were piled against a wall. One wrapped painting was 
also discovered there (SLR-261). What was found in the studio was more 
beguiling. A trunk in the studio revealed dozens of small paintings on wood, 
again flowers and nudes. Several large wood panels (usually doors actually) 
were covered in black encaustic like the two discovered in Toronto. Now 
that it was known through the Toronto panels that La Rosière had already 
covered paintings in encaustic, the decision naturally was to X-ray these 
as well. Being revealed as full-scale paintings, the wood panels were then 
stripped of their encaustic (further X-raying and de-waxing took place in 
Toronto). All stages of these paintings—encaustic cover, X-ray, and revealed 
painting—are documented in what follows.

Images opposite show the inventory at its initial stage. Unfortunately, 
made on the spot immediately after the opening and ‘excavation’ of La 
Rosière’s studio, the inventory was hurried and lacks any rationality 
demanded by a catalogue raisonné. Nonetheless, we honour this idiosyncrasy 
even though the numbering system refers to neither chronological order nor 
genre classification. To do otherwise would confuse future scholars since 
inventory labels with these numbers were glued to the backs of the paintings 
as those conducting the inventory went along. Damn amateurs!

Caption information is found on pages 136–140.  
* indicates a work by La Rosière’s partner Florence.
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SLR-007

SLR-001 SLR-002

SLR-004

SLR-005

SLR-006

SLR-003
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SLR-008 SLR-009

SLR-010

SLR-011

SLR-012

SLR-013

SLR-014

SLR-015

SLR-016
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SLR-017 SLR-018

SLR-019

SLR-020 SLR-021

SLR-022 SLR-023 SLR-024

SLR-025

SLR-026 SLR-027
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SLR-028 SLR-029

SLR-030

SLR-031SLR-031
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SLR-033

SLR-032

SLR-034

SLR-035 SLR-036 SLR-037

SLR-038

SLR-039

SLR-040
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SLR-041

SLR-042

SLR-043

SLR-044 SLR-045

SLR-046
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SLR-050 SLR-051 SLR-052

SLR-049

SLR-047

SLR-048

SLR-053

SLR-054 SLR-055 SLR-056

SLR-058

SLR-057
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SLR-070SLR-069

SLR-068

SLR-067

SLR-066

SLR-065

SLR-060

SLR-062

SLR-063 SLR-064

SLR-061

SLR-059
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SLR-071

SLR-072

SLR-073

SLR-074

SLR-075

SLR-076
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SLR-077

SLR-078

SLR-083

SLR-080

SLR-079

SLR-081

SLR-082

SLR-084
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SLR-085

SLR-086

SLR-087

SLR-088 SLR-089

SLR-090

SLR-091
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SLR-097

SLR-096

SLR-094

SLR-093

SLR-092

SLR-095

SLR-098 SLR-099

SLR-100 SLR-101

SLR-102
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SLR-109SLR-108

SLR-107

SLR-105

SLR-106

SLR-103

SLR-104

SLR-116SLR-114

SLR-115

SLR-112 SLR-113

SLR-111

SLR-110
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SLR-117

SLR-118

SLR-119

SLR-120

SLR-121

SLR-122

SLR-123

SLR-124 SLR-125

SLR-126

SLR-127

SLR-128

SLR-129
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SLR-130

SLR-131

SLR-132

SLR-133

SLR-134 SLR-139

SLR-137 SLR-138

SLR-136

SLR-135
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SLR-145

SLR-140 SLR-141

SLR-142

SLR-143

SLR-144

SLR-146 SLR-150

SLR-151*

SLR-149

SLR-148

SLR-147*
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SLR-152

SLR-153

SLR-154

SLR-155 SLR-156 SLR-160

SLR-159

SLR-158

SLR-157
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SLR-161

SLR-162

SLR-163

SLR-164

SLR-165

SLR-166

SLR-167

SLR-168

SLR-169
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SLR-170

SLR-171

SLR-172 SLR-176

SLR-175

SLR-174

SLR-173 a&b
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SLR-177

SLR-178

SLR-179

SLR-180

SLR-181

SLR-182

SLR-183

SLR-184
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SLR-185* SLR-189

SLR-186

SLR-187

SLR-188 SLR-191

SLR-190
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SLR-196

SLR-192*

SLR-193

SLR-194*

SLR-195

SLR-197

SLR-198

SLR-199

SLR-200
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SLR-201 SLR-202

SLR-203

SLR-204SLR-205
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SLR-206

SLR-208 SLR-209

SLR-207

SLR-210
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SLR-211*

SLR-212

SLR-213 SLR-214
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SLR-216

SLR-217

SLR-215*
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SLR-218 SLR-219

SLR-220 SLR-221

SLR-222 SLR-223

SLR-224

SLR-225

SLR-226
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SLR-228 SLR-229

SLR-230

SLR-231

SLR-232

SLR-233

SLR-234

SLR-227
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SLR-235
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SLR-238*

SLR-236*

SLR-237*

SLR-240*

SLR-239
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SLR-241

SLR-242*

SLR-244

SLR-243* SLR-245 SLR-246
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SLR-253 SLR-254

SLR-249

SLR-250

SLR-252

SLR-247 SLR-248 SLR-251
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SLR-255
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SLR-257

SLR-256

SLR-258
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SLR-259
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SLR-260
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SLR-261
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SLR-262

SLR-263
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SLR-264
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SLR-265 SLR-266

SLR-267

SLR-268

SLR-269

SLR-270

SLR-271

SLR-272
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SLR-273a, SLR-273b

SLR-275

SLR-274

SLR-276
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SLR-277 SLR-278

SLR-279

SLR-280

SLR-284

SLR-281

SLR-283

SLR-282
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SLR-288SLR-287

SLR-285 SLR-286

SLR-290

SLR-291

SLR-289 SLR-292*
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CATALOGUE RAISONNÉ

SLR-001 (21.7 × 15.6 cm)
1906, oil paint and pencil on paper

SLR-002 (21.7 × 15.6 cm)
1906, oil paint and pencil on paper

SLR-003 (21.7 × 15.6 cm)
1908, oil paint and pencil on paper

SLR-004 (21.7 × 15.6 cm)
1908, oil paint and pencil on paper

SLR-005 (21.7 × 15.6 cm)
1906, oil paint and pencil on paper

SLR-006 (21.7 × 15.6 cm)
1906, pencil, oil stains, and 
fingerprints on paper

SLR-007 (17.3 × 24.4 cm)
1906, oil paint and pencil on paper

SLR-008 (20.8 × 14.6 cm)
1910, wash on paper

SLR-009 (24.5 × 17 cm)
1906, watercolour and pencil  
on paper

SLR-010 (24.5 × 17 cm)
1910, wash on paper

SLR-011 (24.5 × 17 cm)
1909, watercolour and pencil  
on paper

SLR-012 (24.5 × 17 cm)
1909, pencil on paper

SLR-013 (24.5 × 17 cm)
1909, watercolour and pencil  
on paper

SLR-014 (21 × 27.8 cm)
1909, watercolour and pencil  
on paper

SLR-015 (21 × 27.8 cm)
1909, watercolour and pencil  
on paper

SLR-016 (21 × 27.8 cm)
1917?, tea on paper

SLR-017 (21 × 27.8 cm)
1909, wash and pencil on paper

SLR-018 (21 × 27.8 cm)
1909, wash and pencil on paper 

SLR-019 (21 × 15 cm)
1909, wash and pencil on red paper

SLR-020 (13.2 × 17 cm)
1917?, tea and coffee on paper 

SLR-021 (14.5 × 21 cm)
1917?, tea on paper

SLR-022 (14.5 × 21 cm)
1917?, tea on paper

SLR-023 (14.5 × 21 cm)
1917?, tea on paper

SLR-024 (14.5 × 21 cm)
1917?, coffee on paper

SLR-025 (21 × 14.5 cm)
1917?, coffee on paper

SLR-026 (14.5 × 21 cm)
1917?, coffee and watercolour  
on paper

SLR-027 (14.5 × 21 cm)
1917?, coffee and wash on paper

SLR-028 (19.8 × 26.5 cm)
1909, oil paint on lined paper

SLR-029 (19.8 × 26.5 cm)
1909, oil paint on lined paper

SLR-030 (26.5 × 19.8 cm)
1909, oil paint on lined paper

SLR-031 (26.5 × 19.8 cm)
1909, oil paint and pencil on  
lined paper

SLR-032 (26.5 × 19.8 cm) 
1909, oil paint on lined paper

SLR-033 (22.2 × 29.7 cm)
1915, oil paint and plant leaves  
on paper

SLR-034 (30 × 22 cm)
1915, oil paint on paper

SLR-035 (30 × 22 cm)
1915, oil paint on paper

SLR-036 (30 × 22 cm) 
1915, oil paint and pencil on paper

SLR-037 (30 × 22 cm)
1915, oil paint and pencil on paper

SLR-038 (30 × 22 cm)
1915, pencil on paper

SLR-039 (30 × 22 cm)
1915, pencil on paper

SLR-040 (22 × 30 cm)
1915, pencil on paper

SLR-041 (21 × 29.5 cm)
1918, watercolour on paper

SLR-042 (10 × 14.8 cm)
1905, charcoal and tea on paper

SLR-043 (10 × 15.9 cm)
1903, watercolour on paper

SLR-044 (10 × 15.9 cm)
1903, coffee on paper

SLR-045 (10 × 15.9 cm)
1903, coffee on paper

SLR-046 (10 × 15.9 cm)
1904, pencil on paper

SLR-047 (10 × 15.9 cm)
1906, ink on paper

SLR-048 (10 × 15.9 cm)
1906, ink on paper

SLR-049 (10 × 15.9 cm)
1906, pencil and imprint of fig  
on paper (diptych)

SLR-050 (10 × 15.9 cm)
1906, pencil on paper

SLR-051 (10 × 15.9 cm)
1916?, lilac pencil and wash  
on paper

SLR-052 (10 × 14.6 cm)
1919, crayon on paper

SLR-053 (10.5 × 14.8 cm)
1906, wash and pencil on paper

SLR-054 (10.5 × 14.8 cm)
1919, ink on paper

SLR-055 (10.5 × 14.8 cm)
1899, pencil on paper

SLR-056 (10.5 × 14.8 cm)
1899, crayon and pencil on paper

SLR-057 (10.5 × 14.8 cm)
1899, pencil on paper

SLR-058 (10.5 × 14.8 cm)
1922, red pencil and wash on paper

SLR-059 (10.5 × 14.8 cm)
1902, pencil on paper

SLR-060 (10.5 × 14.8 cm)
1908, ink on paper

SLR-061 (10.5 × 14.8 cm)
1906, pencil and watercolour  
on paper

SLR-062 (10.5 × 14.8 cm)
1899, pencil and watercolour  
on paper

SLR-063 (10.5 × 14.8 cm)
1910, pencil and watercolour  
on paper

SLR-064 (9.5 × 13.5 cm)
1900, watercolour on paper

SLR-065 (9.5 × 13.5 cm)
1913, pencil on paper

SLR-066 (9.5 × 13.5 cm)
1917?, ink on paper

SLR-067 (9.5 × 13.5 cm)
1926, oil paint on paper

SLR-068 (9.5 × 13.5 cm)
1916?, watercolour and pencil  
on paper

SLR-069 (9.5 × 13.5 cm)
1920?, watercolour and pencil 
on paper

SLR-070 (11 × 15 cm)
1910, ink and wash on paper

SLR-071 (9 × 14 cm)
1913, watercolour and ink on paper

SLR-072 (8 × 14 cm)
1918?, oil paint on paper

SLR-073 (13 × 19 cm)
1904, ink and pencil on paper

SLR-074 (16 × 12 cm)
1901, watercolour on paper

SLR-075 (17.5 × 23 cm)
1910, oil paint and pencil on paper

SLR-076 (21 × 14.2 cm)
1911, watercolour and pencil  
on paper

SLR-077 (21 × 14.2 cm) 
1911, watercolour on paper

SLR-078 (14.2 × 21 cm)
1911, watercolour on paper

SLR-079 (21 × 14.2 cm)
1911, watercolour on paper

SLR-080 (21 × 14.2 cm)
1911, watercolour and pencil  
on paper

SLR-081 (14.2 × 21 cm)
1911, watercolour on paper

SLR-082 (21 × 14.2 cm)
1911, watercolour on paper

SLR-083 (21 × 14.2 cm)
1911, watercolour on paper

SLR-084 (14.2 × 21 cm)
1911, watercolour on paper

SLR-085 (14.2 × 21 cm)
1911, pencil on paper

SLR-086 (14.2 × 21 cm)
1911, pencil on paper

SLR-087 (21 × 14.2 cm)
1911, watercolour and pencil  
on paper

SLR-088 (21 × 14.2 cm)
1911, watercolour and pencil  
on paper

SLR-089 (24.2 × 18.8 cm)
1911, watercolour and pencil  
on paper

SLR-090 (24.2 × 18.8 cm)
1911, watercolour and pencil 
on paper

SLR-091 (24.2 × 18.8 cm)
1911, watercolour and pencil 
on paper

SLR-092 (22.5 × 18 cm)
1907, watercolour and pencil 
on paper

SLR-093 (15.5 × 21.8 cm)
1907, watercolour and pencil  
on paper

SLR-094 (15.5 × 21.8 cm)
1907, watercolour and pencil 
on paper

SLR-095 (15.5 × 21.8 cm)
1910, oil on paper

SLR-096 (15.5 × 21.8 cm)
1910, oil on paper

SLR-097 (15.5 × 21.8 cm)
1910, oil on paper

SLR-098 (21.8 × 15.5 cm)
1910, oil on paper

SLR-099 (21.8 × 15.5 cm)
1910, oil on paper

SLR-100 (21.8 × 15.5 cm)
1910, oil on paper

SLR-101 (21.8 × 15.5 cm)
1910, oil on paper

SLR-102 (15.5 × 21.8 cm)
1910, oil on paper

SLR-103 (21.8 × 15.5 cm)
1910, oil on paper

SLR-104 (21.8 × 15.5 cm)
1910, oil on paper

SLR-105 (21.8 × 15.5 cm)
1910, oil on paper

SLR-106 (21.8 × 15.5 cm)
1910, oil on paper

SLR-107 (21.8 × 15.5 cm)
1910, oil on paper

SLR-108 (15.5 × 21.8 cm)
1910, oil on paper

SLR-109 (16.8 × 25.3 cm)
1908, ink and wash on paper

SLR-110 (20.5 × 27.8 cm)
1910, oil on paper

SLR-111 (25 × 16 cm)
1911, ink and watercolour on paper

SLR-112 (21 × 22 cm)
1913, watercolour on paper

SLR-113 (13.3 × 21 cm)
1913, wash on paper

SLR-114 (17 × 25 cm)
1914, ink and watercolour on paper

SLR-115 (21.5 × 30 cm)
1905, oil on cardboard

SLR-116 (21 × 28 cm)
1916, watercolour and oil on paper

SLR-117 (30 × 21 cm)
1914, ink on paper

SLR-118 (30 × 21 cm)
1914, ink on paper

SLR-119 (30 × 21 cm)
1914, ink on paper

SLR-120 (30 × 21 cm)
1914, ink on paper

SLR-121 (30 × 21 cm)
1914, ink on paper
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SLR-122 (61 × 46 cm)
1914, oil on paper with abrasions

SLR-123 (28.8 × 28 cm)
1915, oil and ink on paper

SLR-124 (28.8 × 28 cm)
1915, oil and ink on paper

SLR-125 (28.8 × 28 cm)
1915, oil and ink on paper

SLR-126 (26 × 23 cm)
1916, oil on fabric

SLR-127 (35.3 × 28 cm)
1917?, oil and watercolour pencil on 
paper with abrasions

SLR-128 (35.3 × 28 cm)
1917?, oil on paper with abrasions

SLR-129 (28 × 35.3 cm)
1917?, oil and watercolour on paper 
with abrasions

SLR-130 (17 × 25.5 cm)
1914, ink and watercolour on paper

SLR-131 (17 × 25.5 cm)
1914, ink and watercolour on paper

SLR-132 (17 × 25.5 cm)
1914, ink and watercolour on paper

SLR-133 (25.5 × 16.5 cm)
1914, ink and watercolour on paper

SLR-134 (25.5 × 16.5 cm)
1914, ink and watercolour on paper

SLR-135 (25.5 × 16.5 cm)
1914, ink and watercolour on paper

SLR-136 (25 × 17 cm)
1903, pencil and watercolour  
on paper

SLR-137 (17.2 × 22.3 cm)
1909, ink on paper

SLR-138 (21 × 26.5 cm)
1909, ink on paper

SLR-139 (14.5 × 21 cm)
1909, ink on paper

SLR-140 (24 × 17 cm)
1916, ink and wash on paper

SLR-141 (24 × 17 cm)
1916, pencil on paper

SLR-142 (36 × 23.8 cm)
1904, pencil, watercolour,  
and leaves on paper

SLR-143 (20.7 × 13.5 cm)
1907, watercolour on paper

SLR-144 (16.5 × 12 cm)
1906, pencil, pastel, and oil on paper

SLR-145 (16.2 × 17.5 cm)
1904, watercolour on paper

SLR-146 (19 × 14 cm)
1926, ink and pencil on paper

SLR-147* (37.2 × 54.5 cm)
1917?, oil paint on wood 
(attributed [?] to Florence)

SLR-148 (19.5 × 90.3 cm)
1908, oil paint on wood

SLR-149 (51.8 × 23 × 2 cm)
1900, oil paint on wood

SLR-150 (78 × 42 × 0.8 cm)
1900, oil paint on wood

SLR-151* (44.7 × 37 cm)
n.d., oil paint on wood  
(attributed [?] to Florence)

SLR-152 (43.5 × 19 × 5 cm)
1909?, oil paint on wood

SLR-153 (43.5 × 19 × 5 cm)
1909, oil paint on wood

SLR-154 (37.5 × 19.5 × 4.5 cm)
1909, oil paint on wood

SLR-155 (45 × 26 × 1.6 cm)
1904, oil paint on wood

SLR-156 (43 × 24 × 3 cm)
1904 or 1910?, oil paint on wood

SLR-157 (37.5 × 23 × 2.8 cm)
1910, oil paint on wood

SLR-158 (32 × 18 × 1 cm)
1900, oil paint on wood

SLR-159 (39.2 × 16.4 × 0.8 cm)
1900, oil paint on wood

SLR-160 (33 × 17.5 × 2 cm)
1904, oil paint on wood

SLR-161 (28 × 19.5 × 1 cm)
1907, oil paint on wood

SLR-162 (24.5 × 16.8 × 2.2 cm)
1900, oil paint on wood

SLR-163 (25.3 × 19 × 2.3 cm)
1903, oil paint on wood

SLR-164 (25.3 × 15 × 2.3 cm)
1906, oil paint on wood

SLR-165 (21.5 × 15 × 3.2 cm)
1904, oil paint on wood

SLR-166 (24 × 15 × 3.2 cm)
1907, oil paint on wood

SLR-167 (19 × 14 × 3.2 cm)
1907, oil paint on wood

SLR-168 (16.5 × 14 × 1 cm)
1904, oil paint on wood

SLR-169 (15.5 × 14 × 1 cm)
1907, oil paint on wood

SLR-170 (21.5 × 10 × 1.8 cm)
1904, oil paint on wood

SLR-171 (23.5 × 9.5 × 1.2 cm)
1901, oil paint on wood

SLR-172 (25.5 × 10.5 × 1.8 cm)
1904, oil paint on wood

SLR-173a (31.5 × 11 × 1.8 cm)
1904, oil paint on wood

SLR-173b (32 × 9 × 1.8 cm)
1904, oil paint on wood

SLR-174 (26.5 × 11.5 × 0.8 cm)
1903, oil paint on wood

SLR-175 (26 × 9.5 × 1.8 cm)
1904, oil paint on wood

SLR-176 (29.5 × 10 × 1.8 cm)
1901, oil paint on wood

SLR-177 (31 × 9.8 × 3.5 cm)
1904, oil paint on wood

SLR-178 (25.7 × 18.5 × 1 cm)
1901, oil paint on wood

SLR-179 (35 × 14.5 × 2.5 cm)
1901, oil paint on wood

SLR-180 (30.5 × 20.5 × 0.4 cm)
1905, oil paint on wood

SLR-181 (35 × 14.5 × 2.5 cm)
1904, oil paint on wood

SLR-182 (39 × 18.3 × 2 cm)
1909, oil paint on wood

SLR-183 (39 × 16.2 × 0.7 cm)
1909, oil paint on wood

SLR-184 (47 × 18 × 1.2 cm)
1904, oil paint on wood

SLR-185* (45 × 29 × 1 cm)
1917, oil paint on wood  
(attributed to Florence)

SLR-186 (17 × 12.5 × 1.2 cm)
1904, oil paint on wood

SLR-187 (19 × 12.5 × 1.2 cm)
n.d., oil paint on wood

SLR-188 (18 × 14 × 1.2 cm)
1901, oil paint on wood

SLR-189 (13 × 9.2 × 1.2 cm)
1900, oil paint on wood

SLR-190 (34 × 15 × 2 cm)
1906?, oil paint on wood

SLR-191 (15.5 × 11 × 0.8 cm)
1907, oil paint on wood

SLR-192* (9 × 12.7 × 1.5 cm)
n.d., oil paint on wood 
(attributed to Florence, painted  
over a pre-existent image by Sophie)

SLR-193 (9.3 × 12 × 1.2 cm)
1904, oil paint on wood

SLR-194* (10 × 12.5 × 2 cm)
n.d., oil paint on wood  
(attributed to Florence, painted  
over a pre-existent image by Sophie)

SLR-195 (9.8 × 16 × 3.5 cm)
n.d., oil paint on wood

SLR-196 (11 × 17.6 × 1 cm)
1907, oil paint on wood

SLR-197 (9 × 9 × 1.2 cm)
1904, oil paint on wood

SLR-198 (9 × 16 × 1.2 cm)
1904, oil paint on wood

SLR-199 (12.4 × 14.5 × 1.2 cm)
1900, oil paint on wood

SLR-200 (14 × 17 × 3 cm)
1904, oil paint on wood

SLR-201 (14 × 19.5 × 1.2 cm)
1903, oil paint on wood

SLR-202 (14.5 × 21.5 × 2.5 cm)
1909, oil paint on wood

SLR-203 (14.5 × 23.2 × 2.5 cm)
1907, oil paint on wood

SLR-204 (35.5 × 20 × 2.5 cm)
1910, oil paint on wood

SLR-205 (17.7 × 30.5 × 2.2 cm)
1908, oil paint on wood

SLR-206 (17 × 37.5 × 3.8 cm)
1911, oil paint on wood

SLR-207 (19.5 × 47 × 1.2 cm)
1911, oil paint on wood

SLR-208 (25.5 × 39.5 × 1.5 cm)
1904, oil paint on wood

SLR-209 (13.5 × 42 × 1.8 cm)
1907, oil paint on wood

SLR-210 (8 × 54.2 × 8 cm)
1910, oil paint on wood

SLR-211* (18.3 × 28 × 1.2 cm)
n.d., oil paint on wood  
(attributed to Florence)

SLR-212 (15 × 23 × 0.6 cm)
1914, oil paint on wood

SLR-213 (16 × 14 × 3 cm)
1907?, oil paint on wood

SLR-214 (53 × 63 × 0.3 cm)
1909, oil paint on wood

SLR-215* (38.5 × 78 × 0.7 cm)
1917?, oil paint on wood  
(attributed to Florence)

SLR-216 (50 × 92 × 2 cm)
1914, oil paint on wood

SLR-217 (118 × 70 × 8 cm)
1906, oil paint on wood

SLR-218 (16.5 × 21 × 4.5 cm)
1904, oil paint on wood

SLR-219 (16.5 × 21 × 4.5 cm)
1904, oil paint on wood

SLR-220 (16.5 × 21 × 4.5 cm)
1904, oil paint on wood

SLR-221 (16.5 × 21 × 4.5 cm)
1904, oil paint on wood

SLR-222 (16.5 × 21 × 4.5 cm)
1904, oil paint on wood

SLR-223 (16.5 × 21 × 4.5 cm)
1904, oil paint on wood

SLR-224 (16.5 × 21 × 4.5 cm)
1904, oil paint on wood

SLR-225 (16.5 × 21 × 4.5 cm ) 
1904, oil paint on wood

SLR-226 (16.5 × 21 × 4.5 cm)
1904, oil paint on wood

SLR-227 (16.5 × 21 × 4.5 cm)
1904, oil paint on wood

SLR-228 (16.5 × 21 × 4.5 cm)
1904, oil paint on wood

SLR-229 (16.5 × 21 × 4.5 cm)
1904, oil paint on wood

SLR-230 (16.5 × 21 × 4.5 cm)
1904, oil paint on wood

SLR-231 (16.5 × 21 × 4.5 cm)
1904, oil paint on wood

SLR-232 (16.5 × 21 × 4.5 cm)
1904, oil paint on wood

SLR-233 (16.5 × 21 × 4.5 cm)
1904, oil paint on wood

SLR-234 (16.5 × 21 × 4.5 cm)
1904, oil paint on wood

SLR-235 (45.5 × 31 × 3.5 cm)
n.d., oil paint on wood; linen,  
wax, string

SLR-236* (46 × 24.5 × 1.2 cm)
1917?, oil paint on wood  
(attributed to Florence)

SLR-237* (94 × 36 × 1.2 cm)
1918?, oil paint on wood  
(attributed to Florence)

SLR-238* (94 × 42 × 3 cm)
1916?, oil paint on wood 
(attributed to Florence)

SLR-239 
n.d., oil paint on wood (lost)

SLR-240* (103 × 54.5 × 0.7 cm)
1917?, oil paint on wood 
(attributed to Florence)

SLR-241 (146 × 19 × 6.5 cm)
1917?, oil paint on wood

SLR-242* (133 × 13 × 4 cm)
1917?, oil paint on wood 
(attributed to Florence)

SLR-243* (116.8 × 83.3 × 3.8 cm)
1916, oil paint on wood 
(attributed [?] to a collaboration 
between Florence and Sophie)
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SLR-244 (16.5 × 39.5 × 0.8 cm)
1901, oil paint on wood

SLR-245 (6 × 37 × 6.5 cm)
1909, oil paint on wood

SLR-246 (6 × 37 × 6.5 cm) 
1909, oil paint on wood

SLR-247, (17 × 30.5 × 1 cm) 
n.d., oil paint on wood

SLR-248 (35 × 60 × 0.5 cm)
1909, oil paint on plywood

SLR-249 (39 × 36.2 × 2 cm)
n.d., oil paint on wood

SLR-250 (45 × 30 × 1 cm)
1906, oil paint on wood

SLR-251 (41.5 × 18 × 11 cm)
n.d., oil paint on wood

SLR-252 (24.5 × 11.5 × 0.8 cm)
1904, oil paint on wood

SLR-253 (11.5 × 15.5 × 0.8 cm)
1907, oil paint on wood

SLR-254 (11.5 × 15 × 0.8 cm)
1907, oil paint on wood

SLR-255 (47 × 202 × 3.8 cm)
1915, door

SLR-256 (21 × 7 × 6.5 cm)
1909, oil paint on wood

SLR-257 (21 × 7 × 4 cm)
1909, oil paint on wood, metal  
(part of piano)

SLR-258 (61.5 × 190 × 5.2 cm)
1911, oil paint on wood

SLR-259 (84 × 162.5 × 2.5 cm)
1912, oil paint on wood

SLR-260 (53.3 × 124.4 × 2 cm)
n.d., oil paint on wood

SLR-261 (42 × 155 × 2 cm)
1912, oil paint on wood

SLR-262 (94 × 30 × 2.54 cm)
1912, oil paint on wood

SLR-263 (74.9 × 193 × 2.5 cm)
1915, oil paint on wood

SLR-264 (200.6 × 81.3 cm)
1915, oil paint on wood

SLR-265 (14 × 63 cm)
1910, linen, human blood

SLR-266 (10 × 39 cm)
1909, linen, human blood

SLR-267 (23 × 39 cm)
1909, cotton, human blood

SLR-268 (33 × 39 cm)
1910, cotton, human blood

SLR-269 (27 × 38 cm)
1907, linen, human blood

SLR-270 (29 × 34 cm)
1910, cotton, human blood

SLR-271 (24 × 29 cm)
1910, cotton, human blood

SLR-272 (39 × 38 cm)
1910, cotton, human blood

SLR-273a (17 × 10 × 8 cm)
1908, plaster, metal

SLR-273b (19.5 × 10 × 8 cm)
1908, plaster, metal

SLR-274 (18 × 13 × 8 cm)
1905, plaster of Paris

SLR-275 (19 × 12 × 7 cm)
1907, plaster of Paris

SLR-276 (16.5 × 11 × 3 cm)
1909, plaster of Paris

SLR-277 (14 × 11 × 5 cm)
1907, plaster of Paris

SLR-278 (17 × 4.5 × 4 cm)
1907, plaster of Paris

SLR-279 (16 × 9 × 4 cm)
1907, plaster of Paris

SLR-280 (16 × 9.5 × 3 cm)
1908, plaster of Paris

SLR-281 (12 × 8 × 3.5 cm)
1909, plaster of Paris

SLR-282 (13 × 10 × 2 cm)
1907, plaster of Paris

SLR-283 (14 × 11 × 3 cm)
1907, plaster of Paris

SLR-284 (13.5 × 8 × 4.5 cm)
1907, plaster of Paris

SLR-285 (16 × 11 × 3 cm)
1907, plaster of Paris

SLR-286 (16 × 6 × 2 cm)
1908, plaster of Paris

SLR-287 (17 × 8 × 3 cm)
1909, plaster of Paris

SLR-288 (14 × 5 × 4 cm)
1905, plaster of Paris

SLR-289 (133 × 11 × 4 cm)
1909, oil paint on wood

SLR-290 (32 × 14 × 2 cm)
1905, oil paint on wood

SLR- 291 (24 × 11.5 × 1.2 cm)
1905, oil paint on wood

SLR-292* (34 × 10 × 2 cm)
1917? , oil paint on wood 
(attributed to Florence)
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A LETTER TO  
SOPHIE LA ROSIÈRE

Sophie, when you opened that invisible door, glistening light flooded out. 
So much so that the room seemed to be made out of brightness itself. Did 
the walls collapse at the moment they were struck by the sun?

Having entered this room, trembling, I hid myself behind the mirror and 
looked through the crackled silver.

It is this reflecting glass that separates worlds.

While I watched you, one hundred years melted away, like a snowflake 
landing on warm skin.

SCENE (November 1916, Nogent-sur-Marne, France)

Does Florence realize how her hair celebrates the law of gravity, falling 
like water on the rocks of her shoulders? She doesn’t pause. She shakes 
her head and collects all the stray strands—gathering them from her  
damp neck, tying them into a tight knot.
I see only her back, hearing her eating the pear plucked from the grey 
porcelain bowl. Now you are kneeling beside the bed. Does she lower her 
gaze? How? Like water disappearing down a drain? Does she look away? 
Do your eyes meet or does she close her eyes? Does your tongue coil up? - 
Meandering along her grooves tenderly, exploring the slight hollows, and 
savouring the luscious blend?
As I stay hidden behind the mirror, my eyes wander over the pale almost 
bluish-white of the bed-sheets… a landscape in which her bending shoulders 
appear like distant hills. Haze softening any sharpness of her bones. Florence’s 
body shows no chafing and not a single scar. Immaculate as if coated with 
light snow.

Snow in Nogent. Rare, thin, almost transparent. Ephemeral.

Sophie, do you somehow never really see past the radiant exterior into the 
inner life of your lover?

While in the autumn of 1916, she looks wonderfully unbroken, you might 
not know what I know today: that she watches, observes, cares for, and tries 
to console the men in l’hôpital militaire auxiliaire #73, witnessing open flesh, 
infected wounds, running and clotting blood, perforated skulls, clogged lungs, 
and endless despair. Neither of you speak about it, and then Florence falls 
silent before your paintings and, further, the silence itself nestles in between 
you both. Finally she abducts your brush and palette to paint compositions 
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that look like still lifes of open carcasses, evoking to this date a certain stench 
of raw, undressed flesh.

Who is this painter? Who is Florence? What do you really know of her? 
You, as the artist you are, you are the perfect illusionist. And while you 
rest under her spell for the sake of your elaborate paintings, she fades out 
of your love and life. By the end of the war she disappears, and I wonder 
if you are left behind unknowing of her struggles or denying her reasons 
just because facing her loss is too strong to be faced with reason?

LAST ACT

I step out from behind. Yes, I had seen you both emerging from the silver 
of the mirror like floating bodies in a lake.

While later you would splash over many of your paintings with a layer of 
black encaustic wax, you never touched your earlier work, nor the paintings 
Florence had left behind. 

EPILOGUE

Because curiosity wins over love, our gaze onto your work is analytical. We 
sacrifice your ‘black paintings’ for dissection. Like an exotic insect to be 
prepared for the showcase of a man’s ‘cabinet of curiosities’, your paintings 
are X-rayed and restored, even.

Only you, Sophie, could tell us if what we gain is less than what we lose, 
but you won’t speak. And neither will I.

Iris Häussler
November 2016
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PART II
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VOILER DE NOIR... ET ALORS? 

Quand Iris Häussler m’a demandé d’écrire quelques lignes sur Sophie La 
Rosière j’ai immédiatement accepté parce que j’apprécie son travail et 
ses recherches qui font si intimement écho aux miennes1. Mais ce n’est 
pas sans un mouvement de recul que je m’y suis engagé, tant je sais que 
le psychanalyste est presque toujours sollicité comme celui censé savoir 
lire entre les lignes et délivrer le sens caché. C’est un piège, pour lui, de 
sortir de sa pratique qui, seule, lui donne sa légitimité. Et c’est un piège 
redoublé si, attendu comme herméneute il se comporte comme tel. Les 
exemples ne manquent pas de cas noyés jusqu’au délire sous des flots 
de sens psychanalytiques.

Avec Sophie La Rosière, le risque de chercher à lire entre les lignes, 
et d’ouvrir ainsi les vannes du sens, est d’autant plus grand que les œuvres 
sont peu nombreuses et les éléments biographiques encore rares. Il y a 
cependant un nœud où l’œuvre et la biographie sont déjà articulées de 
façon suffisamment littérale pour que nous puissions en tirer conséquence. 
En 1947, alors qu’elle entre à la Maison nationale des artistes à l’âge 
de 80 ans, le rapport médical précise qu’elle refuse de se détacher de 
portes enduites d’une cire noire. Or, grâce à l’intuition de Rui Amaral et 
aux travaux de Michel Menu du C2RMF, nous savons aujourd’hui que sous 
cette cire se trouvent les œuvres de la période la plus créatrice de Sophie 
La Rosière, créations empreintes d’érotisme qu’elle a peintes pendant les 
dix années de sa relation amoureuse avec Florence, entre ses 40 et ses 
50 ans. Nous savons aussi qu’elle a recouvert ces peintures de la fameuse 
cire noire juste après le départ de Florence et qu’elle n’a plus jamais 
retrouvé une telle veine créatrice après cette rupture. 

VEILED IN BLACK... AND THEN? 

When Iris Häussler asked me to write a few lines about Sophie La Rosière, 
I accepted immediately because of my appreciation for her work and her 
research, which intimately echoes my own.1 But in taking on the work I 
experienced a movement of aversion, since I know that a psychoanalyst is 
almost always sought out as someone assumed to know how to read between 
the lines and bring out hidden meaning. It is a trap for a psychoanalyst to 
move away from their practice that alone lends legitimacy. And the trap is 
redoubled if, expected to act as a hermeneut, they behave like one. There 
are no shortage of cases that have been drowned to the point of delirium 
under floods of psychoanalytic meaning.

With Sophie La Rosière, the risk of trying to read between the lines, 
and so open the floodgates of meaning, is all the greater since her works are 
few and biographical elements even rarer. Still, there is a node where work and 
biography are already articulated in a sufficiently literal way for us to draw 
out conclusions. In 1947, when she became a resident of the Maison nationale 
des artistes at age 80, her medical report notes that she refused to be separated 
from several doors coated with a black wax. Thanks to Rui Amaral’s intuition 
and Michel Menu’s work at the C2RMF, we know today that underneath 
this wax are the products of La Rosière’s most creative period: works marked 
by eroticism which she painted during the ten years of her relationship with 
Florence, between the ages of 40 and 50. We also know that she covered these 
paintings with the infamous black wax just after Florence left her, and that 
after this break she would never rediscover such a creative vein.

Sophie La Rosière’s tenacious attachment to these painted doors 
already speaks to their importance. If the black encaustic was in fact coated 
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L’attachement tenace de Sophie La Rosière à ces portes 
enduites dit assez leur importance. Si l’enduit noir a bien été passé sur 
les peintures juste après la séparation, il n’efface pas ce qui a été peint 
durant sa relation amoureuse avec Florence. Il l’enfouit et il l’éternise 
même en le préservant des atteintes du temps. Le recouvrement des 
portes et l’attachement à celles-ci une vie durant signent que Florence 
est irremplaçable.

Confronté au cas de Sophie La Rosière, les modernes 
psychologues (que nous sommes peu ou prou tous devenus) diraient 
assurément que la réaction à cette rupture avec Florence est excessive, 
pathologique : Florence n’est quand même pas morte ; il n’est pas normal 
qu’une rupture amoureuse prenne l’ampleur d’un deuil ; cela ne prend 
cette ampleur que parce que Sophie n’effectue pas le travail de séparation, 
le travail de deuil de la relation, qui évidemment… s’impose. Les plus 
modernes de nos psychologues – je parle des tenants du DSM – ne lui 
auraient certainement pas donné plus de deux mois pour avoir commencé 
le travail de perte avant de la verser dans l’une des 573 cases de leur 
classification ! À leur décharge, ils ne font que reprendre, en la poussant 
certes à la caricature, une conception de la perte qui leur vient directement 
de Freud et qui s’est imposée, au moins à tout le monde occidental. Pour 
lui, la libido est mobile et un objet d’amour peut toujours se substituer 
à un autre. Il aurait assurément trouvé absolument pathologique que 
Sophie ne se tourne pas vers d’autres objets d’amour après la rupture. Si 
Sophie avait à cette époque fait le voyage à Vienne et s’était retrouvée sur 
son divan, il aurait certainement, en accord avec son ouvrage « Deuil et 
mélancolie », fait équivaloir l’épisode de recouvrement des œuvres peintes 
au temps de l’amour avec Florence à une sorte de suicide mélancolique : 
l’ombre de l’objet tombant sur le moi. En d’autres termes le moi de Sophie 

over the paintings directly after the breakup, it does not erase what was 
painted during her romantic relationship with Florence. It buries it and 
makes it eternal, while preserving it from the ravages of time. The painting 
over of the doors, and the lifelong attachment to them, attest that Florence 
was irreplaceable.

Confronted with Sophie La Rosière’s case, modern psychologists 
(which we have all more or less become) would surely say that this reaction to 
the breakup with Florence is excessive, pathological: Florence was not dead; it 
is not normal for a romantic breakup to take on the dimensions of mourning; 
this one took on those dimensions because Sophie did not carry out the work 
of separation, the work of mourning the relationship which, apparently, is 
required. The most modern of psychologists—and by this I mean the devotees 
of the DSM, or Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders—
would certainly not give her more than two months to begin working on 
this loss before filing her into one of the 573 types in their classification! In 
their defence, they would only be taking up—while pushing it to the point of 
caricature, certainly—a conception of loss that comes to them directly from 
Freud and that has become current, at least throughout the Western world. 
For him, the libido is mobile, and one love object can always substitute for 
another. He would certainly have found it absolutely pathological that Sophie 
did not turn towards other love objects after the breakup. If Sophie had made 
the trip to Vienna and found herself on his couch, he would surely, in keeping 
with his essay “Mourning and Melancholia”, have equated the covering up of 
the works painted during her romance with Florence to a kind of melancholic 
suicide: the shadow of the object falling upon the ego. In other words, Sophie’s 
ego became identified with Florence’s. 

The Freudian conception of mourning is caricaturally economical:  
the loved object lost, the libido invested in it returns to the ego (identification 

se trouverait identifié à celui de Florence. La conception freudienne du 
deuil est caricaturalement économique : l’être aimé perdu, la libido investie 
sur lui est reportée sur le moi (identification à l’objet perdu) pour ensuite 
être réinvestie sur un nouvel objet. Freud s’égare au point de nous garantir 
que le nouvel objet d’amour, dit substitutif, procurera non seulement 
toutes les jouissances obtenues de l’objet perdu, mais plus de jouissances 
encore ! À sa façon, il prend au sérieux le dicton français traditionnel 
« Une de perdue, dix de retrouvées », dont chacun voit bien qu’il n’est livré 
qu’à titre d’ironique consolation à l’amoureux délaissé. Si cette théorie 
freudienne du deuil, comme un travail de substitution à faire, s’est imposée 
de façon quasi universelle, cela tient peut-être à sa congruence avec 
l’objet de consommation, toujours substituable, de la société capitaliste.

Pourtant cette théorie ne contredit-elle l’expérience la plus 
commune ? Qui, en sortant d’un cimetière, n’a pas entendu « C’est une 
partie de moi qui est emportée dans la tombe ? » Bout de soi auquel 
l’endeuillé reste accroché, et qui l’entraîne parfois véritablement dans 
cette tombe. Les statistiques confirment que bien des gens ne survivent 
pas à la mort d’un proche, que la mort entraîne souvent la mort.

La réaction de Sophie à la perte de Florence peut nous paraître 
excessive. Mais qui peut décréter que perdre un objet d’amour suite 
à une séparation est moins violent que de le perdre suite à sa mort ? 
Qui peut décréter qu’une disparition n’en vaut pas une autre ? L’amant 
abandonné ne croit-il pas reconnaître son aimée à chaque coin de rue, 
tout comme l’endeuillé ? L’attachement à ces portes enduites nous 
parlent effectivement d’une perte impossible. Mais plutôt que de dire que 
la réaction est pathologique, en versant du coup quasi automatiquement 
Sophie dans une des cases de la psychopathologie, plutôt que de dire 
que le deuil de cette relation s’impose, en validant au passage une 

with the lost object), to then be reinvested in a new object. Freud goes so 
far as to guarantee us that the new love object, called substitutive, will 
provide not only all the jouissances obtained from the lost object, but still 
more jouissances! In his way, he takes seriously the traditional French 
saying “One lost, ten found”, which as everyone knows is only offered 
as an ironic consolation to the abandoned lover. If this Freudian theory 
of mourning as a necessary work of substitution has been adopted in a 
quasi-universal fashion, this is perhaps due to its correspondence with the 
always substitutable object of consumption in capitalist society.

Nonetheless, doesn’t this theory contradict the most common of 
experiences? Who, when leaving a cemetery, hasn’t heard “a part of me was 
left in the tomb”—a bit of the self to which the person in mourning remains 
attached, and that sometimes leads them quite literally into the grave? 
Statistics confirm that many people do not survive the death of a loved one, 
that death often brings death in its wake.

Sophie’s reaction to her loss of Florence might seem excessive to us. 
But who can decree that to lose a love object after a breakup is less violent 
than to lose it after a death? Who can decree that one disappearance is worth 
less than another? Doesn’t an abandoned lover believe that they see their 
lover on every street corner, just as a mourner does? The attachment to these 
covered doors speaks to us of an impossible loss. Rather than saying that this 
reaction is pathological, relegating Sophie almost automatically to one of the 
categories of psychopathology, rather than saying that the mourning of this 
relationship is necessary, validating in the process a normative and grotesque 
conception of mourning that the West has adopted from Freud, wouldn’t it 
be more interesting to see Sophie’s reaction precisely as her own way of being 
in mourning for Florence?2 Sophie reminds us of simple things: that one may 
never recover from a romantic breakup, that it can very well have the force 
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conception normative et loufoque du deuil que nous avons adopté de 
Freud en Occident2, n’est-il pas plus intéressant de considérer que la 
réaction de Sophie est précisément sa façon à elle d’être en deuil de 
Florence ? Sophie nous rappelle des choses simples : qu’on peut ne 
jamais se remettre d’une rupture amoureuse, qu’elle peut très bien avoir la 
force d’un deuil, et qu’un objet d’amour ne se substitue pas si facilement 
à un autre… qu’il ne se substitue peut-être jamais à un autre.

Yan Pélissier

of mourning, and that one love object is not always so easily substituted for 
another... that it may perhaps never be replaced by another.

Yan Pélissier

1   See, for example, the exhibition Marco Decorpeliada, Schizomètres, La Maison 
Rouge, Paris, 19 February–16 May 2010.

2   All the critique of this version of Freudian mourning that I summarize here  
is spelled out in Jean Allouch’s book Érotique du deuil au temps de la mort sèche,  
Paris: EPEL, 1995.

ENDNOTES

1   Voir l’exposition Marco Decorpeliada, Schizomètres, La Maison Rouge, Paris,  
19 février – 16 mai 2010.

2   Toute cette critique de la version freudienne du deuil que j’ai résumée ici se  
trouve dépliée dans l’ouvrage de Jean Allouch, Érotique du deuil au temps de la  
mort sèche, Paris: EPEL, 1995.

NOTES
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A LA RECHERCHE DU (PETIT)  
MONDE DE SOPHIE LA ROSIÈRE

It’s important to try to invent the form of research at the very moment it’s 
happening. I have the impression that’s a bit like what you do, since, from 
the beginning you had no idea where you were going. There was no pre-
programmed goal. And, moreover, even today I have the impression things 
are happening as a result of encounters. 

—Mélanie Bouteloup, 14 May 2016

Early in 2013, Iris Häussler asked me to help find contexts near Paris, 
historical and contemporary, where she could construct the fabric of Sophie 
La Rosière’s life and work, as well as stage her posthumous discovery. She 
hoped to complete this project in France and to present it to a French public. 
To do this, we would need to seek out the involvement of a local cultural 
partner, museum, or art centre.

At this point, Sophie La Rosière’s oeuvre was in a skeletal state: 
the fictional artist’s paintings and drawings had been in the process of 
creation since 2009 in Häussler’s studio in Toronto. Häussler had also 
sketched out the basics of a biography: Sophie La Rosière had to be 
French; she had lived out a secret romantic passion in the late nineteenth 
or early twentieth century; she had sublimated this passion into painting 
and then buried her works under additional layers of paint. She couldn’t 
be a Madame Bovary, since she never married and cared for her parents 
until their deaths. A lesbian later in life, she preferably had lived on the 
outskirts of Paris.

Paradoxically (and this is perhaps a result of Häussler’s Germanic 
background), Sophie La Rosière’s paintings bring to mind the Vienna 
Secession more readily than the string of Parisian avant-garde movements 
during the decades Häussler was interested in. Nevertheless, it was important 
that Sophie should be someone like Séraphine de Senlis—an outsider or 
‘artiste brut’—or that she had taken part in the Salon movement—of the 
Academy, or perhaps the Refusés.1

She also might have rubbed shoulders with the bohème of 
Montparnasse at the turn of the century or during the 1920s. In the latter 
case, we would need to find an explanation for the aesthetics of the painter—
an avant-garde painter?—and to experiment with plausible predecessors or 
believable influences.
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Concept drawing

Concept drawing (details)
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The conditions for the discovery of Sophie La Rosière’s works, 
which we hoped could take place in autumn 2014 or winter 2015, 
were impossible to determine ahead of time, since this discovery was 
necessarily connected to the specificity of the context that an exhibition 
site would provide. Accordingly, we began to investigate on-site in Paris 
in May 2013. 

We began our search for Sophie La Rosière’s (small) world from two 
aspects of Sophie’s aesthetic and story, both sprung directly from Häussler’s 
hand and fantasy. A location: we would need to identify a town in the inner 
suburbs whose economic growth in the nineteenth century could justify the 
presence of petit-bourgeois Bassets, Sophie La Rosière’s family. An aesthetic: 
we needed to go beyond books on canonical art history by rummaging 
through Parisian collections, large and small, in search of ‘second-tier’ artists 
who had still participated fully in the Parisian art world, and whose artworks 
and lives might have crossed paths with Sophie’s (unless, that is, she turned 
out to be an ‘artiste brut’, an outsider artist).

We hoped that these two lines of research would lead to the 
identification of a cultural institution positioned naturally and strategically on 
Sophie’s path, and prepared to organize an exposition in Paris or its outskirts.

Clearly, this is not how things turned out. The encounters and 
responses to the Sophie La Rosière Project we found in France led our 
work in other directions. Doors did not open—at this point, there were 
no invitations to show the work in France. On the other hand, the project 
did receive substantial and specific interest that gave rise to various forms 
of collaboration, from facilitating research residencies to very personal 
involvements in the creation of the artworks. The creative process opened up, 
offering the artist possible new directions and in particular stimulating the 
use of new tools: film and interviews.

Our meetings were the result both of the methodology that oriented 
the research and of serendipity. Armed with a portfolio that presented 
Sophie La Rosière’s paintings and drawings, we began in May 2013 with 
a series of meetings with curators of modern and contemporary art, and 
directors of museums and art centres in and around Paris. The search for the 
town where La Rosière would have lived began in Aubervilliers, northeast of 
Paris just across the boulevard périphérique. Aubervilliers was undergoing 
a major redevelopment in 2013 due to the relocation of a university and 
several Grandes Écoles from Paris to what would become the Condorcet 
campus complex. The economic development of Aubervilliers since the 
nineteenth century was interesting for the project, and it contained whole 
zones of old industrial buildings that were on the verge of being destroyed. 
This was a perfect opportunity to discover Sophie’s traces in the back lot of 
an abandoned factory.

Our research let us build friendly relations with strong and passionate 
individuals in the art world and the communities we met. Some of them 
would play along with the project to the point of sharing their expertise, 
including their opinions on Sophie La Rosière, in front of Häussler’s camera.2

Several fundamental questions were generated through this evolution, 
notably around the perceptions of the work in one cultural context or 
another. Different types of relations also came into play, with the effect of 
transferring Sophie La Rosière’s fictive existence from Häussler’s studio—and 
her imagination—to a collective imaginary. This universe was constructed in 
Paris bit by bit, as the collaborators came to add to the project, allowing for 
a step-by-step elaboration of the fictive artist’s biography, the places where 
she lived, the identification of her friends, her lovers, and so on. The piece 
of the story that determined the conditions for the posthumous discovery of 
Sophie La Rosière’s work in the project’s current state was only established 
in the summer of 2015, when the Art Gallery of York University and then 
Scrap Metal scheduled Toronto exhibitions of the Sophie La Rosière Project 
for the fall of 2016.

INTERVIEWS IN PARIS

This multipronged development resulted in a series of video interviews 
conducted in Paris between December 2015 and May 2016, intended to 
offer future viewers multiple and complementary specialist perspectives on 
the life and work of Sophie La Rosière. Additionally, this also allowed us 
to bring a particularly French flavour to the project when exhibited in the 
Toronto context. 

I conducted the interviews myself while Häussler filmed them, as well 
as a series of walk-throughs of the interview subjects’ living and working 
spaces in an effort to stimulate future viewers to visualize Sophie La Rosière’s 
universe. A selection of this series of interviews was first assembled for a 
presentation at the Villa Vassilieff in May 2016 and then a second time 
for the Toronto exhibitions.3 These interviews amount to a portrait of the 
collective imaginary gradually constructed around La Rosière through our 
collaborators’ contributions.

MICHEL MENU, Head of Research, Centre de recherche et de restauration 
des musées de France (C2RMF), Paris

Our first meeting with the C2RMF took place in January 
2014 with Marie Lavandier, then the institution’s director, 
who shared her obsession with authentification and spoke 
of her ethics in the search for ‘the real’—problematics 
that are similarly inherent in Häussler’s work. Michel 
Menu, deeply interested in science and contemporary art, 
continued the conversation after Lavandier’s departure. 
In January 2016, the C2RMF began X-ray and infrared 
analysis of two of Sophie La Rosière’s works sent from 
Häussler’s studio in Toronto. The X-rays revealed erotic 

drawings underneath the layer of black encaustic (a mix of wax and 
pigment). The process was documented by Häussler and, officially, at 
the C2RMF by Menu. In his interview, Menu describes the methods of 
investigation chosen by his colleagues and presents the results of their 
analysis. He explains the need for a ‘pluridisciplinary investigation’, as 
begun by the C2RMF.

GÉRARD AUDINET, Director, Maisons de Victor Hugo, Paris  
and Guernsey 

While I first met him during his tenure as curator at the 
Musée d’art moderne de la Ville de Paris, Gérard Audinet 
went back in time when he next took on the directorship 
of the Maisons de Victor Hugo. As he mentions in his 
interview, this movement back in time gave him the feeling 
that the figure of the artist was becoming more and more 
‘phantasmal’. Gérard had written on ‘re-painting’ for the 
Picabia retrospective he programmed at the Musée d’art 
moderne several years earlier. When we spoke with him 
in 2013 about Sophie La Rosière, he had just finished an 

exhibition at the Maison de Victor Hugo, Paris, called Entrée des mediums 
(Entry of the Mediums) and was fascinated by artistic production on the 
margins. As such, Audinet is the ideal art historian to study Sophie La 
Rosière. Enthusiastic about Häussler’s work and our process, he wrote an 
initial article that appeared in Canadian Art in December 2013 together 
with a photo spread by Häussler, commissioned by Rick Rhodes, in which 
her research already framed the Sophie La Rosière Project.4 To further the 
project, Audinet agreed to undertake a stylistic study of La Rosière’s works 
in this interview, situating her within art history.
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YAN PÉLISSIER and DOMINIQUE DE LIÈGE, psychoanalysts, Paris,  
co-authors of the Marco Decorpeliada, Schizomètres project, La Maison 
Rouge, Paris, 2010

These two practitioners of 
psychoanalysis have brought to 
light the links between artistic 
creation and psychoanalysis in 
La Rosière’s case. Yan Pélissier 
and Dominique de Liège had 
already been introduced to the art 
world several years prior as co-
creators (together with three other 
colleagues, Jacques Adam, Marcel 

Bénabou, and Laurent Cornaz) of the Marco Decorpeliada project, which 
created a fictional artist obsessed with all forms of classifications—including 
those of the DSM (the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders) 
and the Picard line of frozen foods. 5 This group of psychoanalysts created 
Marco Decorpeliada as a form of activism with the goal of intervening into 
their profession by caricaturing the very concept of diagnosis. They were thus 
on familiar territory when they agreed to give their consideration of Sophie  
La Rosière. 

GÉRARD ALAUX, Director, Fondation nationale des arts graphiques et 
plastiques (FNAGP), Paris/Nogent-sur-Marne

Our research led us to study 
the underside of a little-known 
piece of French heritage, which 
Häussler’s work gave an 
opportunity to highlight. This is 
the legacy of the Smith sisters, 
Jeanne Smith and Madeleine 
Smith-Champion, who lived 
most of their lives on a great 
estate in Nogent-sur-Marne, 

and who made an important donation to the French government after the 
Second World War. This gift was made up of the estate, which since the 
post-war period has included a retirement home for elderly artists that the 
sisters founded (the Maison nationale des artistes), and live/work studios 
for working artists. The Smith legacy also included cultural artifacts—
Madeleine Smith’s paintings and family mementos. It now also includes 
works by artists who have died in the retirement home. Among the first 
residents in the Maison nationale des artistes were Marie Vassilieff and 
Laure Albin-Guillot. 

This legacy is administered by the FNAGP, and Gérard Alaux, 
then-director, and Caroline Cournède, curator at the Maison d’art Bernard 
Anthonioz,6 opened the doors of the archives and residence at Nogent-sur-
Marne to Häussler and myself several times between 2014 and 2016.7 This 
let Sophie La Rosière’s life and work be woven at Nogent-sur-Marne: there, 
she would have been childhood friends with Madeleine Smith, and then as 
an adult lived out her romantic passion with the young Florence, a nurse in 
the Nogent estate hospital opened by the Smith sisters during the First World 
War. That Sophie spent her last years in the retirement home at Nogent can 
be attributed to the Smith sisters’ wishes—probably specified in their will. 
Sophie’s medical dossier mentions “black doors that she would not let go 
of”, which explains the rediscovery of these doors in the Bibliothèque Smith-
Lesouëf, also established on the estate under Madeleine Smith’s direction 
during the First World War. Over the course of his interview, Alaux 

gave important information on the history of this donation, on the social 
history of the period, and on the Salon movement that Madeleine Smith, a 
student and lover of Jean-Jacques Henner, took part in.8 He also showed us 
paintings by Madeleine Smith currently preserved in the vault of the Hôtel 
Salomon de Rothschild, the FNAGP’s head office in the eighth arrondissement 
of Paris. Finally, he made some important suggestions for framing the 
multidisciplinary investigation of Sophie La Rosière.

MICHEL SARNELLI, Project Officer, Société d’histoire d’Aubervilliers, 
Aubervilliers, Seine-Saint-Denis

Michel Sarnelli introduced us to Aubervillier’s industrial 
past and helped us look for sites where Sophie La 
Rosière might have lived and where her legacy could 
be remembered.9 A former convent of the Daughters of 
Charity, in a parish of Aubervilliers, was where Sophie 
found a home during her adolescence after her parents, 
troubled by their daughter’s closeness with Madeleine, 
decided to separate the two.10 In his interview, Sarnelli 
describes life in the convent. He also introduces the 
tradition of the Rosières, a popular rural tradition in 

France that is all but forgotten today.11 (Häussler did not know of this 
tradition when she named her character in 2009).

ALEXANDRE COLLIEX, Director of Development and International 
Relations, Fondation Giacometti, Paris

First of all, Alexandre Colliex shared his knowledge of 
the art world and arranged for us to meet with many 
Parisian curators, particularly at the Centre Pompidou 
where he was in charge of international relations when 
we first visited in 2013. Colliex, devoted to art, fiction, 
and transgression, accompanied us throughout our 
research. In his interview he concentrates on the bohème 
of Montparnasse, where Alberto Giacometti spent many 
years. Describing Montparnasse as “the republic of 
freedom”, he recounts for us the world of an emancipated 

Sophie, who meets Florence, a young model at the Grande Chaumière, at the 
studio, and then at Marie Vassilieff’s canteen, where Sophie took her first 
steps as a painter outside of Nogent.12 He also describes the nightlife  
of Le Sphinx, a famous cabaret.

MÉLANIE BOUTELOUP, Director, Bétonsalon centre d’art et de recherche 
and Villa Vassilieff, Paris

Mélanie Bouteloup and Virginie Bobin opened a new centre 
for art and research, Villa Vassilieff, in February 2016.13 
This new art centre occupies a designated French historical 
heritage site. The grounds, earlier lent by the City of Paris 
to the Musée du Montparnasse, had at the start of the 
twentieth century housed the studio of the Russian painter 
Marie Vassilieff.14 Vassilieff later transformed it into a 
canteen for artists during the First World War. The inaugural 
exhibition at the Villa Vassilieff was a collective exhibition 
dedicated to the archive of Marc Vaux (1895–1971), a 

photographer who documented Montparnasse’s artists for almost six decades. 
Thanks to the participation of contemporary artists, the exhibition, Groupe 
Mobile, engaged with the archive in a thoroughly experimental way. The 
Sophie La Rosière Project was included, with the idea that Sophie could have 
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been among the artists found in Vaux’s images. In her interview, Bouteloup 
discusses the Villa Vassilieff’s research into heritage: “How can we take interest 
in heritage differently? How can we constitute heritage differently than as a 
national archive? How can we avoid a discourse that claims objectivity and 
instead prioritize singular, non-linear interpretations, and authorize ourselves 
to break too familiar hierarchies and categories?” 

Mélanie sees in Häussler’s project an attempt “to go against what is 
conventionally understood as heritage”. A FNAGP/Villa Vassilieff residency 
at the Villa Vassilieff in 2016 gave Häussler an opportunity to extend her 
research.15 The Sophie La Rosière Project was the subject of a workshop 
for art students.16 It was also presented in a symposium titled “D’Autres 
gestes: usages des patrimoines #2” (Other Gestures: Uses of Heritage #2).17 
Finally, a performative dinner, “Le dîner de têtes”, brought together project 
participants and friends around a table, set and staged by the participants.18 

This was not the end of the non-linear, multi-temporal, and pluri-
spatial dance between object and subject of contemporary creation, between 
story and (art) history, between Toronto and France, and between artist, 
curators, and participating organizations. Philip Monk, Director and 
Curator of the Art Gallery of York University (Toronto), and Rui Mateus 
Amaral, Director and Curator of Scrap Metal, helped put the final touches 
on Sophie’s story.

Two ‘black doors’ from the personal collection of Samara Walbohm 
and Joe Shlesinger, founders of Scrap Metal, were acquired during a 
romantic weekend getaway in an antique shop in Saint-Germain-des-Prés 
during the 1990s. Amaral noticed them during his first inventory of the 
collection in Toronto. Amaral himself, “on a business trip to Paris”, with 
Mélanie Bouteloup—who was looking for information on Marie Vassilieff 
at the Nogent estate where Vassilieff ended her days—discovered black 
doors in the Bibliothèque Smith-Lesouëf similar to the ones found by 
Walbohm and Shlesinger. For his part, Monk discovered new mysteries in 
Sophie La Rosière’s family history.

Catherine Sicot
Project curator, The Sophie La Rosière Project (2013–2016)

POSTSCRIPT

The experience of developing the Sophie La Rosière Project with Iris 
Häussler in France put me at the heart of an artist’s creative process. I want 
to thank Iris for having been open to what quickly became a collaboration. 
Iris impressed me with her willingness to accept and follow the uncertain 
path I offered her: letting this project have a life in France—not what she 
had initially intended—and allowing an intercultural dialogue to unfold by 
giving time for interpersonal relations to develop and evolve, while leaving 
a place open for serendipity. It seems to me that through this experience our 
lives have been going against the grain: detached precisely from the need to 
make art in its usual forms. We were thus also able to let Sophie La Rosière 
transcend epochs, territories, schemas, and established structures, so that 
she could become what she is: a passionate and emancipated woman.

ENDNOTES

1   Séraphine Louis, called Séraphine de Senlis (1864–1942), was a French painter 
working in the naïve style later associated with Art Brut. She “retained a strong religious 
influence, above all of the Virgin who had inspired her to take up an artistic career….  She 
painted large, lush canvases using a complex mixed-media technique based on Ripolin 
enamel paint, and varied botanical themes.” See “Dossiers thématiques: Séraphine 
LOUIS dite Séraphine de Senlis”, Musées de Senlis, http://www.musees-senlis.fr/
Dossiers-thematiques/seraphine-louis-dite-seraphine-de-senlis.html, accessed 2017.

2   Audiences seeing these interviews generally thought—wrongly—that they were 
seeing actors playing a role that had been written for them. The interview participants 
who slid into Sophie’s story did so by choice, always staying rooted in the authenticity 
of their own expertise. Mélanie Bouteloup, reflecting her particular interest in the project, 
chose to stay outside of the fiction and to take an analytical posture in her interview.

3   The interviews are available for viewing at www.sophielarosiere.org/videos.

4   Audinet, Gérard, “The Mask Under the Face”, Canadian Art, winter 2014.

5   We were first introduced to Pélissier and Liège in 2013 by Paula Aisemberg, curator 
at the Maison Rouge, Fondation Antoine de Galbert.

6   The Maison d’art Bernard Anthonioz is located on the Smith estate.

7   Selma Toprak, cultural attaché of the French consulate in Toronto, put us in contact 
with Gérard Alaux at the end of 2014. His predecessor, Claire Le Masne, also helped 
establish contacts in the Parisian art scene in 2013.

8   Jean-Jacques Henner (1829–1905), a ‘successful’ French painter, showed regularly 
at the Salon and the World’s Fairs. He received the Grand Prix de Rome in 1858 and 
became a member of the Institut de France in 1889. During his youth he mainly painted 
portraits and genre scenes, where he developed the realism that would be a constant 
in his work. Following a naturalist phase, he “began painting subjects inspired by an 
undated idealistic period in Antiquity rather than the contemporary world”. A sought-
out portraitist, his scenes belonged to the “grand genre” and also included “historical 
and religious subjects”. Between 1865 and 1889, Henner operated a studio for female 
artists, who were then denied entry to the École des beaux-arts. Among his students 
were well-known artists like Suzanne Valadon as well as other lesser-known ones 
like Madeleine Smith. See “Jean-Jacques Henner (1829–1905)”, Musée national 
Jean-Jacques Henner, http://www.musee-henner.fr/en/collections/jean-jacques-
henner-1829-1905, accessed 2017.

9   Carlos Semedo, director of community and international relations for the City  
of Aubervilliers, facilitated our visit to the area then being redeveloped for the  
Condorcet campus.

10   The evolution of our research in Paris led to Sophie’s being born at Nogent-sur-
Marne and living there for most of her life, but the unique and evocative impact a 
parsonage in Aubervilliers had on us when Sarnelli brought us there in January 2014, 
helped us develop Sophie’s adolescent biography.

11   This popular tradition consisted in electing a ‘Rosière’ from the French countryside. 
In this annual election the village honoured a young woman whose qualities made her 
an ideal candidate for marriage: honesty, courage, obedience, and beauty. Today the 
tradition of the Rosières has all but disappeared.

12   La Grande Chaumière was a painting and sculpture studio founded in 1904 by 
Catalan painter Claudio Castelucho. This studio, which had no entrance fee, encouraged 
all forms of creativity. People also came for the models, who posed nude. The studio 
welcomed many artists of the avant-garde at the start of the twentieth century. La Grande 
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Chaumière is still open to the public, and Häussler went there to draw from models 
several times during the development of the Sophie La Rosière Project.

13   We first met Bouteloup in May 2013, but her collaboration with the Sophie La Rosière 
Project only began in 2015 when she was researching the life and work of Marie Vassilieff 
in anticipation of the opening of the Villa Vassilieff. Through this, a bridge was built in 
Sophie La Rosière’s biography between Nogent-sur-Marne and Montparnasse.

14   Marie Vassilieff (1884–1957) was an academically trained Russian painter who came 
to Paris and joined the avant-garde at the start of the twentieth century. In 1912 she 
opened her own studio in Montparnasse, and transformed it into a canteen in 1914 to 
help artists coming back from the front and/or living in poverty in Paris during the First 
World War. Vassilieff’s canteen became very popular and for several years all the artists of 
the Montparnasse avant-garde could be found there. Marie Vassilieff was also one of the 
first residents of the Maison national des artistes at Nogent-sur-Marne, where she died 
in 1957. She might, then, have crossed paths with Sophie La Rosière at several points in 
her life: in Montparnasse before the First World War, at the canteen from 1914 onwards, 
or at the end of her life in the retirement home at Nogent-sur-Marne.

15   Iris Häussler, The Sophie La Rosière Project, exh cat, Paris: FNAGP/Villa Vassilieff, 
September 2016.

16   The workshop was conducted for Julie Morel’s students at the École supérieure 
d’art de Bretagne, Lorient.

17   During this symposium we (Philip Monk, Roxane Jean, Michel Menu, and myself) 
performed the project collectively, and chose to stay inside the fiction up until 
Häussler’s final presentation, which revealed the work’s base in her studio practice.

18   “Le dîner de têtes” originated in a desire to bring all the participants together 
around a table, and over the course of our discussions it evolved into a performative 
format, stimulated by Gérard Audinet’s reflections. The “dîner” was developed by 
Julie Morel and her students—Marie Cortonéa, Clothilde Vacherias, Yoo Jean Kim, Ana-
Catalina Escobar, Roxane Jean, and Raphaëlle Peria—and the Villa Vassilieff team.
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INTRAPSYCHIC SECRETS

 

Où donc avait-elle appris cette corruption, presque immatérielle à force 
d’être profonde et dissimulée? 

(Her depravity was so deep and so dissembled as to be almost intangible: 
where could she have learned it?)

—Flaubert, Madame Bovary 

SOPHIE LA ROSIÈRE

Trained as a sculptor, since 2009 Iris Häussler has been painting. But not just 
any painting. It’s been out of date for a hundred years! After teaching herself 
how to paint for a retrograde purpose, Häussler has produced the complete 
oeuvre of the unknown French artist Sophie La Rosière, who died in 1948. 
Häussler has created an artistic persona (a heteronym) through which to 
channel this fictitious artist’s secrets while, at the same time, fabricating a 
biography for her and an elaborate backstory of a hidden erotic liaison  
that intersects, nonetheless, with real people, historical events, and actual 
artistic movements. 

The paintings, however, are merely a kernel within the larger shell of 
La Rosière’s life circumstances, which includes the recreation of her studio 
together with its products and detritus. “Just as a writer does,” Häussler 
states, “I invent characters with complex biographies and create detailed 
environments for them to inhabit. By equipping them with visually productive 
life habits I ensure that their surroundings acquire an inconspicuously artistic 
shape.” The two mirror each other—the paintings and the studio—as the 
complementary products of an overall artistic conception that evolves into 
a work: that of Häussler’s. Each reinforces the reality of the other while at 
the same time blurring their separation, each part contributing to a plausible 
whole. Häussler calls her project a Gesamtkunstwerk, a total work of art—
and it is more than all-consuming of the artist Häussler herself, being the 
life work of La Rosière, too. All-too-consuming would be more to the point: 
where the boundaries between artist and heteronym are blurred, where 
Häussler’s studio slowly and imperceptibly becomes La Rosière’s. Plausibility 
comes at a cost: the creation of one identity might mean the erasure of 
another, the unconscious slippage of one within the other.
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The project does not stop here, burying La Rosière’s secrets within 
the obscurity of her paintings. Literally: after some trauma yet fully to be 
explained, La Rosière covered her paintings with black encaustic, obliterating 
their images while preserving them. This is the condition in which they were 
discovered, masked as avant-garde monochromes from another era. Yet the 
reveal permitted by a forensic investigation, which is also part of the project, 
only intensifies the mystery: Why were these paintings abandoned? Why 
were they hidden by a layer of black encaustic? And, ultimately, what secrets 
do they conceal?

X-rays reveal accomplished oil paintings beneath the encaustic 
surfaces: erotic paintings of fecund female nudes. Being unveiled, however, 
does not reveal the paintings’ mystery—only perhaps paradoxically covering 
it further, even though images are now visible through X-rays.1 These X-rays 
unearthed a coherent artistic activity and set in process the discovery of what 
artist lay behind these paintings’ abandonment.

Here is the story we know so far. Thinking that they had purchased 
two modern monochrome paintings by a 1950s or 1960s French artist 
while on a trip to Paris, a couple of Toronto collectors accidentally discover 
that the works actually are by an unknown painter who worked earlier 
in the century. In January 2016, they engage the C2RMF (Centre de 
recherche et de restauration des musées de France) to X-ray the encaustic 
panels. What the X-rays surprisingly revealed set off a line of inquiry in 
which the artist was discovered, through a serendipitous path Rui Mateus 
Amaral has related elsewhere in this book, to be Sophie La Rosière. But 
who was Sophie La Rosière and why is nothing known about her artistic 
career? Furthermore, and more strangely, why were the paintings disguised 
and hidden under an obscuring layer of encaustic, which nonetheless has 
protected them?

There are no definitive answers, but a few things have been learned 
about this artist that allow us to partially reconstruct her history. What 
we now know is that La Rosière never intended to have a public life as a 
painter and actually intended never to reveal the very fact that she painted. 
She never purchased canvas, instead painting on dismantled furniture or 
backs of doors that could be hidden away, and she made her own pigments. 
After some trauma—believed to be the end of her love affair with the artists’ 
model Florence (surname unknown) in 1917—she obscured all history of 
their encounter, celebrated presumably in this outpouring of erotic images, 
but needing, nonetheless, to be suppressed and hidden from view. Submerged 
necessarily, as well, was any history of her artistic achievements.

Obviously, we go against La Rosière’s wishes in recovering her 
activities and exposing her secrets, if that is what we do—because the two 
are not necessarily the same: uncovering the paintings to reveal her secret. 
Revealing the images does not reveal La Rosière’s secret. The revealed images 
may only be the covering up of an originating secret differing from the 
trauma of her breakup with Florence. Secret upon secret. Secret within secret. 
There never is only one secret, one secret to be revealed. This is the secret of 
Sophie La Rosière. The first secret is that there is never only one secret.

Are we getting ahead of ourselves? What, after all, is a secret? Can 
there be a secret the subject doesn’t know, even if she herself hides it? If 
so, La Rosière would be such a case, perhaps Häussler, too. Here we might 
ask of the banality of the secret. Because the expenditure on this secret, on 
behalf of this secret, is extravagant, far surpassing its ‘originality’ or worth, 
on both La Rosière’s and Häussler’s part—which is not to fault either of 
them. On the contrary, we cannot say what fascinates us more: La Rosière 
herself, or Häussler’s fascination with her subject, becoming one with her in 
all this obsessive, wanton production.

How far would Häussler be in on the secret, Sophie’s secret, which  
she herself, Häussler, put in place, secreted in the story and concealed 
beneath the encaustic of the paintings? Häussler’s surface secret perhaps 

is only that she has assumed this heteronym of “Sophie La Rosière”, then 
elaborated the fiction of her life while producing her oeuvre in some sort 
of way that, over time, art and life synced together. This syncing as well 
presumably leaves traces of occasional unconscious slippages between the 
two—niches in which other obsessional complexes reside and hide in the 
open. And who can say what came first here: the pictures or the story? Were 
the paintings begun on the basis of a vaguely articulated history? Or was a 
story found to fit the facts of painterly production, that is, rationalized after 
the fact on the basis of a semi-unconscious activity on the artist’s part,  
here Häussler?

Having invented the term and practice, the Portuguese writer 
Fernando Pessoa is the closet example to the heteronymity Häussler pursues 
in visual art, wherein one creates an independent artistic persona with a 
differing aesthetic practice from one’s own. She, too, works like a writer 
to invent a character who is an author, but the artistic persona in whose 
name the work is made is now a painter and not a writer, as in Pessoa’s 
case—and, furthermore, a painter who is dead! Like Pessoa, Häussler must 
both invent a persona and fabricate a biography, a context in which the 
work theoretically is produced. Her fabrication is not imaginary, however, 
merely stated as out-of-frame biographical detail. Context must be realized, 
materialized, that is. Häussler must create more than a believable biography 
and consequent artworks that are formally consistent and that have an 
aesthetic coherence separate from her own artistic identity, but also an 
environment in which the work is produced—a studio, and moreover, a 
domicile that houses it, for instance—as well as a practice that is evidenced 
in more than the artworks, that is, stylistically, but in other artifacts as 
well, the whole artifactual, indeed artificial, setup. 

As Häussler admits, not only does she invent characters, she 
creates—‘recreates’, one might say  —their environments, their habitus: 
“By equipping them with visually productive life habits I ensure that their 
surroundings acquire an inconspicuously artistic shape.” One could say 
differently that, submerged in their surroundings, the characters acquire 
inconspicuous habits, with their personalized psychopathologies of 
everyday life revealed in the smallest or unlikeliest of details. As a good 
German, Häussler would know that God, or the devil, is in the detail.

Closed in on themselves, the studio and paintings compose a 
hermeneutic circle. If only we knew where to enter in this symbolic 
circle to decipher the meaning. La Rosière’s biography would seem to 
be one avenue but it only buoys the fiction, keeps it plausibly afloat. We 
won’t really get anywhere with it. The paintings charge ahead in their 
own unacknowledged—that is to say, hidden—dynamic. They flash with 
intensity. And here I mean both La Rosière and Häussler as mediums 
of these images. Can we say that Häussler consciously paints what La 
Rosière consciously painted, even if Häussler’s is a sober obsession and La 
Rosière’s an intoxicated one? Or is it otherwise, as I believe, that Häussler 
unconsciously paints what La Rosière unconsciously painted, her hand 
guided by Sophie’s, two operating in concert as a couple, Sophie’s secrets 
ventriloquized, so to speak, posthumously through her partner. Sophie’s 
secrets were merely muffled, stifled beneath the paintings’ enveloping 
encaustic. The paintings were not destroyed; rather their forbidden content 
was annulled but not fully disavowed. There is something of Madame 
Bovary’s wilful rebelliousness in this dissembling gesture.

Implicated within one another, neither paintings nor studio, strangely, 
discloses the other as an interpretative key to meaning. Implication only more 
tightly binds their mutual enclosure, their common encrypting, and perhaps, 
their common secret. It is as if the amber-like patina that suffuses the imagery 
of the painting and gives them their historical sheen was as opaque and dense 
as the paintings’ enveloping encaustic. The romantically abandoned studio 
is not a rosy lens through which to view the discovered paintings. Rather 
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than exposing anything that transpires within, the studio, in fact, is the first 
of the paintings’ encrypting. The studio was already a crypt, even before it 
definitively became one in 1918 when La Rosière abandoned it. 

The studio was always a place for hiding away—the first symbol 
for the dissembling within, the outer vault of a profound deception. 
Fundamentally, the studio concealed Sophie and Florence’s illicit relationship 
and prevented discovery in flagrante delicto of their lesbian affair so 
flagrantly depicted and flaunted in a daring series of paintings created there. 
The studio hid this very act of painting just as La Rosière gave no trace of 
an artistic practice, buying no canvas or pigments that could give herself 
away. Every level of the painting process was a hiding away, given as she was 
to painting on the backs of boards that could be stowed away, their doors 
closed and shuttered. Gestures were given and withdrawn at the same time, 
all on the same surface and support.

So concealed, nevertheless, the images are bursting, ripened artificially 
in this hothouse environment. Having no training, belonging to no 
school, is La Rosière an original naïve with no relation to the artistic 
movements of her time, locked away in her studio uncontaminated by 
outside influences? It seems unlikely. Her paintings correspond to those of 
her contemporaries, in particular the Nabis, though she was independent 
from them socially. Moreover, her ‘sexological decadence’ could only 
have ripened in the perverted atmosphere promulgated by fin-de-siècle 
literature, damning volumes of which have been found in her library.2 “Où 
donc avait-elle appris cette corruption?” Precisely here.

Sharing with the Nabis painters, such as Maurice Denis, Édouard 
Vuillard, Pierre Bonnard, and Aristide Maillol, their intimist subject matter, 
La Rosière yet differs from them in one significant regard: the tendency of the 
Nabis to carry domesticity outdoors in paintings that evince the pleasures of 
family and the natural intimacy of mothers and children.3 Sophie’s pleasures 
were cloistered indoors, entwined with Florence’s. Here an artificial red glow 
emanated unnaturally from “ce rouge soleil que l’on nomme l’amour”.4 In a 
choice between the quasi-innocence of Courbet’s Young Ladies on the Banks 
of the Seine (Summer), 1856–57, and his not so innocent The Sleepers, 1862, 
La Rosière’s paintings show us where her proclivities lay: 

À la pâle clarté des lampes languissantes, 
Sur de profonds coussins tout imprégnés d’odeur. 

 So Baudelaire wrote in one of his condemned poems about lesbianism, 
“Femmes damnées”.5 Sophie definitely was fleur du mal!

Where did she learn this corruption? Perhaps the dissemblance went deeper.

Has anyone pointed out how the studio repeats the convent in La Rosière’s 
biography? When she was 16, Sophie’s parents sent her to the Daughters of 
Charity convent in Aubervilliers, northeast of Paris, to protect her from the 
destructive influence of the older, wiser, more urbane and reckless Madeleine 
Smith, with whom they feared the scandalous disaster, so frightening to 
bourgeois families, of a lesbian relationship. Later in her life, at the end of 
Sophie and Florence’s affair, the studio came to represent the stifling of the 
desire that originally flourished there. So too, earlier in her youth, the convent 
was an entombment of budding life and love. But as initially the studio was 
a protective seclusion, could not the convent, too, be a site where covert acts 
secretly transpired? Could Sophie be so easily admonished and her deviant 
behaviour corrected by such punitive placement without turning this secrecy 
to her advantage? It seems that the convent, as place of confinement, and the 
studio, as a place of liberation, cannot be so easily opposed. Rather, they are 
ambivalently opposed.

SOPHIE’S SISTER

Installed in place of the lost object, the incorporated object 
continues to recall the fact that something else was lost: the 
desires quelled by repression. Like a commemorative monument, 
the incorporated object betokens the place, the date, and the 
circumstances in which desires were banished from introjection: 
they stand like tombs in the life of the ego. 

 —Maria Torok, “The Illness of Mourning and  
the Fantasy of the Exquisite Corpse” 

I’ve never been satisfied with the explanation that La Rosière concealed her 
paintings as a result of her traumatic break with Florence, even if she also 
wished to defend herself, if it ever became public, from the notoriety and 
social opprobrium of such a lesbian affair. It seems too dramatic a gesture, 
even if justified by this secondary protective measure. Why not destroy the 
paintings altogether? Why this complicating act of protecting the paintings 
while obscuring them? After all, encaustic is the easiest of materials to 
remove, needing only the application of heat lower than that which melts 
oil pigments. In the end, La Rosière’s dissembling destruction was one more 
disguise, one more deception in a long line of falsifications. I believe the 
prevailing explanation is not complicated enough to deal with what was 
implicated already in this gesture: what previous secret did the exposed 
paintings already obscure? 

In other words, the story presently is not traumatic enough to account 
for the complex psychological motivations of La Rosière’s final acts. There 
must be something else more deeply buried in Sophie’s story or in her family’s 
history to account for them. However, we cannot just add facts to the existing 
story to prove our point—facts that Häussler herself has not instituted and 
implicitly authenticated. It is not enough for new facts to be plausible. Today, 
with the internet we can prove almost any connection between people.6 Only 
a fact supported by the work itself, that is, by the creative dynamics of the 
work, the paintings and their cover up, only such a fact, or revelation, that 
explains the deeper psychological dynamics, means anything at this point. So 
we have to ask instead, what exactly was forbidden that needed to be hidden? 

It seems plausible that there were two crises—two secrets to hide away. 
The first turned the lock; the second threw away the key. As a typological 
precursor of the studio, the convent school already has given us a clue to 
secrets cached within secrets. Breaking with Florence would be a repeating 
and compounding of Sophie’s earlier enforced isolation from Madeleine 
Smith. After her break with Florence, the studio could be seen in light of 
the convent as a place of the repression of desire, as much as it originally  
sheltered an efflorescence of sexual liberation. Crypt upon crypt.

While we are on the subject of the convent again, perhaps we need to 
revise the reason Sophie was sent there. Who sent her: the parents to get her 
away from Madeleine, or the mother to get her away from the father? It’s not 
what you think. The father did not touch her. It’s more complex. She who 
was hidden away, did she have something to hide? And did the family have 
something to hide, too?

In 1888, Sophie was summoned home from the convent to nurse her 
father who had been left stricken by a stroke. With her parents’ deaths in 
1904 and 1905, after being so long confined once again, now in the family 
domicile, did Sophie experience that increase in libido common in mourning: 
an impulse one feels as a crime against one’s ideal object?7 Increase in 
libido was entwined inseparably with her venturing out into the world to 
attend painting classes at La Grande Chaumière and her meeting Florence, 
entangled, that is, in the dual libidinal acts of painting and lesbianism. (Once 
again there is a striking parallel with Madeleine Smith: Madeleine’s long 
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affair and planned marriage with her painting mentor Jean-Jacques Henner, 
35 years her senior, ending with his death in 1905, then her subsequent 
marriage in 1907 to Pierre Champion, 16 years her junior.)

And yet in all this libidinal outpouring, what did Sophie feel guilty 
about? And what was her ideal object—her father, that is—guilty of?

Knowing that there must be two crises corresponding to two secrets, 
the second only silently reinforcing the first, originally I thought perhaps 
that Pierre Champion’s successful campaign for mayor of Nogent-sur-Marne 
in 1919 might have brought Madeleine to implore Sophie to keep their old 
relationship secret, knowing too how unstable and unpredictable Sophie then 
was from her breakup with Florence. Who knows what contagion could 
spread to upset social propriety and make this man of property unelectable 
in a small, gossipy town? Here would be a betrayal of their early ‘friendship’ 
that compounded Florence’s betrayal of Sophie, a second crisis coming closely 
on the first, although its secret preceded.

Then I realized that, though we are in the realm of speculation, a case 
such as this—with secrets encrypting other secrets—could only be accounted 
for by the fact that Sophie had an older sister... her secret sister! Sophie had 
an older sister, though there is no record of her; she has disappeared from 
sight. Sophie’s secret would be that she had a sister, or, rather the secret would 
be her sister’s, her sister’s secret. The psychoanalysts Nicholas Abraham and 
Maria Torok have shown, in intractable cases such as Sophie La Rosière, that 
the secret always belongs to another.

The secret, however, was not the sister’s; it belonged to their father 
(Sophie’s ideal object, the lost object, once he had died, of her melancholy). 
For the remarkable thing about crypts is that they “are constructed only 
when the shameful secret is the love object’s doing and when that object also 
functions for the subject as an ego ideal. It is therefore the object’s secret that 
needs to be kept, his shame covered up.”8 Sophie buried this secret in her 
first crypt that was made all the more secure long after through the trauma 
of Florence’s departure, when Sophie suffered the “undisclosable grief that 
befalls an ego already partitioned on account of a previous objectal experience 
tainted with shame”.9 Hence began the display of an interminable process 
of mourning represented by the enshrouded paintings Sophie abandoned.10 

I model my case precisely on that reopened by Nicholas Abraham and 
Maria Torok of “The History of an Infantile Neurosis”, Freud’s analysis of 
the so-called Wolf Man.11 Long story short: the Wolf Man’s father seduced 
his sister; his sister practiced this seduction on the Wolf Man; the Wolf Man 
had to bury this pleasure with the denial: his father could not have done that! 
So he constructed a crypt for himself, containing this contradictory pleasure/
prohibition, only to be opened posthumously by Torok and Abraham after 
Freud’s failure to solve his most famous case.

Their hypothesis: “a precocious traumatic scene, removed, sent to 
a crypt, encrypted”.12 The Wolf Man buried both his father and his sister 
together in this crypt. “The ultimate aim of incorporation”, Abraham and 
Torok write, “is to recover, in secret and through magic, an object, that, for 
one reason or another, evaded its own function: mediating the introjection 
of desires. Refusing both the object’s and reality’s verdict, incorporation 
is an eminently illegal act; it must hide from view along with the desire of 
introjection it masks; it must hide even from the ego…. Installed in place 
of the lost object, the incorporated object continues to recall the fact that 
something else was lost: the desires quelled by repression.”13 The desires 
quelled by repression do not dwell in the Unconscious to come back 
periodically as a return of the repressed. Rather, “the prohibited object is 
settled in the ego in order to compensate for the lost pleasure and the failed 
introjection”.14 “The crypt works in the heart of the Ego as a special kind 
of Unconscious”, Abraham and Torok say: “A false Unconscious: the crypt 
in the Ego—a false ‘return of the repressed’, the action in the Ego of hidden 
thoughts from the crypt.”15 

Again, long story short: the father seduced Sophie’s sister; she 
demonstrated this seduction (differently from the Wolf Man’s case 
obviously) on Sophie; Sophie buried this pleasure in her denial: her father 
could not have done that! It was not necessary that an incestuous sexual 
relationship continue between Sophie and her sister. Once was sufficient. But 
that moment of pleasure had to be interred together with the denial, the two 
silently reinforcing each other, hidden together in a crypt—lingering there 
unknowable and unspeakable. Florence’s departure was only the final act 
of an originating crisis brought about by the father and having to be denied 
and repressed by Sophie as if it never existed.

Sophie was prohibited from her pleasure because, like the Wolf 
Man, she was prohibited from naming her father’s crime. Her sister 
therefore became the locus of a contradictory desire/prohibition: “Such an 
incorporation of the sister is thus understood as the only possible means of 
combining within her two incompatible roles: that of Ego Ideal and that of 
Love Object.”16 (One could say analogously: the paintings and their covering 
up.) In this scenario, Sophie’s liaison with Madeleine is unnecessary in order 
to initiate her lesbianism. And Florence’s departure, she who always had 
to be hidden away, only awakened an old crisis, an originating crisis. This 
first crisis demanded that the crypt be reinforced, its secret made secure 
precisely by obscuring the paintings. Covering the paintings only further 
deepened the denial of that earlier familial crisis, and only superficially 
disguised Sophie’s affair with Florence. Covered, the paintings were now an 
outer tomb mimicking a preceding inner one. Sophie couldn’t destroy her 
paintings, ever. Beneath their veiling, they must always maintain a secret life 
mimicking the retrieval of an original pleasure that they already were. Sophie 
still needed access to these images, veiled though the paintings now were, 
enshrouded in encaustic, because she still needed access to the secret pleasure 
they unconsciously fulfilled when originally painted. That was their ‘magical’ 
effect. Their painting was this pleasure. Destroying the paintings would 
destroy that pleasure, not simply hide her liaison with Florence.

Uncovered, the paintings already held a secret, reserved within their 
images, depicted right on their surface, that preceded Florence. Entombing 
was not the obsessive act, painting was. Each painting, each sketch, recovered 
something of the prohibited desire associated with her sister, dissembled 
in and seemingly motivated by an image of the present: that of Florence 
modelling for Sophie. And especially those fixated on genitalia, even those 
hidden in the symbol of a flower: each time they were depicted, their 
“hallucinatory fulfillment exults in orgasm”.17 No wonder Sophie exulted this 
image of female sexuality and obsessively dwelt on it.

Even before they were covered over, the paintings already were a line 
of fracture, cracks along the crypt’s seams that reinforced its solidity and 
impenetrability at the same time. They, too, were a fractured symbol, whose 
other half, an unconscious co-symbol, resided deep within the crypt. Only 
an image passing as something else, as an image of Sophie’s liaison with 
Florence, could pass over and appear outside—but only as the outer safe 
of an inner safe. Thus, the originating secret was still safely hidden though 
somewhat exposed. Elsewhere Abraham has written about such diverting 
display: “But thanks to this subterfuge, the text of the drama being written 
behind his inner safe will play itself out in front, on the outer safe, so to 
speak.”18 Sophie’s paintings were an outer safe on which was written the 
drama cached within her inner safe. Fully exposed, their surfaces hide another 
story, another secret than that of her illicit romp with buxom Florence.

You may wonder about, indeed protest, such reckless interpretation 
that is not given by any facts but rests in pure speculation. In telling this story 
and revealing its secrets, sometimes I feel like Freud when he wrote of the 
Wolf Man that “certain details seemed to me so extraordinary and incredible 
that I feel some hesitation in asking others to believe in them”.19 Let me 
apologize as well to readers for my wild excursion, but to me the story 
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of a secret sister is the only logical explication for the Sophie’s excessive 
response to Florence’s departure. Only it offers a satisfactory explanation 
for the central puzzling fact of her case: the repressive conservation of her 
paintings. Sometimes one must be unreasonable in support of the plausible. 
Sophie’s story is not straightforward, and a simple explanation will never 
get at its mysteries.

IRIS HÄUSSLER

Repetition is truly that which disguises itself in constituting itself, 
that which constitutes itself only by disguising itself. It is not 
underneath the masks, but is formed from one mask to another, 
as though from one distinctive point to another, from one 
privileged instant to another, with and within the variations.  
The masks do not hide anything except other masks.

—Gilles Deleuze, Difference and Repetition 

Häussler’s own act could only constitute itself, as Deleuze says, on the basis 
of disguising itself, in her repetition of Sophie’s secret, in her repetitive making 
and masking of Sophie’s paintings. Both the paintings and, let it be said, the 
masking of these paintings—in which she is complicit. Häussler decided, just 
as much as Sophie, to obscure these paintings, to make them into a mystery.

But she decided as well to make the paintings themselves, even before 
being obscured, a mystery, a mystery explained, however, by a backstory, 
whereas the paintings themselves were obscured in themselves by an act 
that does not reveal itself, or reveal its backstory, that is—in spite of what 
the accepted story maintains. This is a distinction that does not pertain 
to the story concocted about Sophie La Rosière but resides in the paintings 
themselves, or, rather, in their covering and concealing. Paintings and 
encaustic contain each other without external illustrative need, encrypted, 
indeed, in their mutual embrace.

It would be here that we should unlock Häussler’s secret. Shouldn’t 
our cryptonymic analysis, our decrypting of Sophie’s story, extend, after 
all, to Häussler, too, in that both perhaps are cryptophores? What’s her 
story? I have a theory, but that’s a secret even Häussler doesn’t know. And 
probably the liberties I took with La Rosière would be out of place here 
with Häussler. So I will resist delving into what Häussler buried along with 
La Rosière, whatever the correspondence. Nonetheless, there must be a 
corresponding secret—a secret of Häussler’s that corresponds or resonates 
somehow with that of La Rosière. But it is La Rosière who has the lead 
here, who interrogates Häussler as much as Häussler interrogates her in 
order for the latter to constitute La Rosière’s reality as an artist. La Rosière 
shares her secret with Häussler and communicates it to her through the 
ventriloquism of a phantom effect. This secret is maintained and sustained 
in an “intrapsychic tomb” that is this project itself.20 “What comes back to 
haunt”, Abraham writes, “are the tombs of others”.21 Will we ever know 
this secret?

To commit herself to Sophie in such a way, to give of her life to her for 
so many years to the degree of embodying Sophie’s practice within her own, 
as her own, to gift her an entire oeuvre: almost 300 paintings and drawings 
Häussler toiled over after teaching herself how to paint!22 Many a day and 
night these last years, Iris has lain down beside Sophie and woken up with 
her. She has kept herself a recluse for Sophie. It would be strange if Häussler 
did not identify with what she projects into, or onto, Sophie, on both a 
conscious and unconscious level. Over-identifying with her, Häussler can’t 
resist putting something of herself into Sophie’s paintings—maybe only as a 
game for herself, a secret for Häussler alone to enjoy… or, as a co-conspirator 
perhaps, to lay down a false trail to lead us away from Sophie’s real secret. 

SLR-162

SLR-161

SLR-166

SLR-167
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For example, Sophie was a lover of flowers: collecting, pressing, and 
preserving them, using them to make her pigments, and, of course, painting 
them—irises, for instance. For an exuberant, luscious example, look at 
SLR-162. Did Iris intuit the iris as Sophie’s favourite flower? Or has she 
insinuated herself into Sophie’s work through this flower, hiding herself by 
eliding her name behind their image? The iris stem in SLR-162 bursts open 
and reaches towards the light. A darker variant is found in SLR-161, closer 
to earth or flesh in its rose madder tones. Here the bloom no longer masks 
the flower’s sexual function, having disappeared altogether, leaving a vivid 
symbol rather of female sexuality. Then in SLR-167, the artist offers us an 
image of the flower painted on a board around a keyhole, with the keyhole 
substituting for the iris’s ovule or ovary. The symbolism here is almost too 
obvious, figuratively, but perhaps literally, too. Is this the literal keyhole 
into the project, the key to its meaning?23 Is Häussler telling us to pay 
special attention to the wanton sexuality focused on the genitals, Sophie’s 
obsessional aim, the core of her interest and the symbol of her sexual liaison 
with Florence.24 Or is Iris offering us a clue to herself in this small panel, 
hidden among so many others, of her identification with Sophie in and 
through this organ? Aha, we would go, and be mistaken. Rather than a key 
to unlock this mystery, it is a decoy to lead us away from its secret.25 

Häussler is complicit with Sophie, protective of her and of her 
secret. After all, she has allowed this stranger to settle in the core of her ego, 
becoming a substitute ego for Sophie. The ego has a role, as Abraham and 
Torok state, in the protection of the secret the crypt conceals: “Nothing at 
all must filter to the outside world. The ego is given the task of a cemetery 
guard.... When the ego lets in some curious or injured parties, or detectives, 
it carefully provides them with false leads and fake graves.”26

 
Iris won’t give up Sophie’s secret so easily.

FLORENCE

What did Florence know of this secret, and did it inform her decision to leave? 
It’s unlikely since Sophie herself could not know her own secret. Indeed, 
what actually do we know of Florence herself in this story? She seems only 
a secondary personage, merely serving a function: the reason for the paintings 
ultimately being concealed—but also the reason for them being painted in 
the first place. This is reason enough for us to enquire. But this is Sophie’s 
story; she is the artist behind the paintings, the mystique behind the mystery. 
Sophie was the active one: it was her house, her studio, her fortune they lived 
off. It is her paintings that remain. Florence was merely passive—as suiting an 
artists’ model. Her only act, it seems, was in leaving. 

Yet, we only have to look carefully within Sophie’s house and studio 
at the traces of what was left behind. Here we find another story that is fully 
exposed, not covered up, that tells otherwise of the breakup between Sophie 
and Florence. We must look to the paintings themselves—all of them. A 
second hand has been discovered within the cache of paintings uncovered 
in Sophie’s studio/residence. Not as refined as Sophie’s, rather amateurish, 
it is hardly developed at all and for this reason cannot be attributed to 
Sophie, to whose work, moreover, these paintings share no stylistic similarity. 
Furthermore, they betray a lack of awareness of the history of art and 
iconographic traditions, even of the particular idiom of French painting that 
Sophie’s participate in. Most of them are naïve sketches really. And hardly 
that: more like the neurotic scribbles of someone pretending to paint, like a 
child copying their parent.

But this is not the case. These ‘scribbles’ mean something. The 
breakup between Sophie and Florence was already prefigured, inscribed 
violently in these few paintings that have been attributed to Florence. Or, at 
least, comparing Florence’s to Sophie’s paintings, one sees that the couple’s 

SLR-215
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separation was inevitable. It’s all in the paintings. Already there was an 
antagonism, an irreconcilable difference, rendered aesthetically. Perhaps 
what could not be said between them came out in Florence’s paintings.

Florence was always potentially a disturbance. She brought the outside 
inside, first as a liberation, then as a threat. Initially, she gave Sophie greater 
access to the art world—and the women who inhabited it. But while working 
as a nurse at the military hospital the Smith sisters established on their estate, 
she was a daily reminder of the war Sophie wished to shut out. Florence 
brought in the disturbing pulse of this relentless soul-destroying war that 
upset the erotic balance of the household. This pulse could not be contained 
and soon infected Florence’s paintings. In fact, this is all they were: a relentless 
pulse. Her paintings were not obsessive scratches or repetitive neurotic 
patterns. They subtly registered the shock waves that shook the very bodies 
of front-line soldiers. They were nothing but this relentless mechanical pulse. 
Sometimes pulses rippled across the flat surface with the febrile nervousness 
of Van Gogh’s wheat fields (SLR-236, 238); sometimes their contours shaped 
themselves into the primitive image of a naked body (SLR-215). 

Florence registered the unprecedented shocks of her time in such a 
way that could not be cloistered or hidden away behind private, domestic 
pleasures. Her paintings were sensitive recording devices so aligned to the 
new graphic recording systems of the scientific experiments in physiology of 
her time. Her entire body registered this pulse she then directly transferred 
to her paintings. This was a matter of the whole body and not just the 
genitalia; it was the shock of the actual, not the representation of a symbol. 
Note that the sexual organs aren’t even articulated in Florence’s paintings 
(see SLR-215).27 

As a studio model, this working girl already knew the naked body in 
a different way from Sophie: how it was exposed to view in the clinical light 
of the studio; how it was mechanically posed and manoeuvred. Moreover, 
while modelling in the experimental milieu of advanced artist studios, 
Florence could overhear the audacious speculations on the new ‘physiological 
aesthetics’ in the back-and-forth sally of studio talk so different from the 
genteel talking down ladies were exposed to in the painting salons open to 
them. Hers, however, was no theoretical application; it was a necessity.

Sophie’s paintings were in the bucolic past, Florence’s in the dynamic 
present. Florence might have been a muse for Sophie; she also turned out 
to be a sensitive medium of her time.28 In the Parisian art world, perhaps 
Florence could still dilly-dally sexually with other women, fellow models or 
demi-mondaine frequenters who passed through. But now as a war nurse 
amongst all those damaged young men with lost limbs, missing faces, and 
shaken uncontrollably by the tremors of shell shock, it was more Bosch than 
bucolic. Every night how could she return to be welcomed by some symbolic 
‘dish’ served up by Sophie, who stayed home painting, based on her genitals? 
Stark reality freed her. The choice was clear. As much as she loved Sophie, 
she must be of the world. The shock of separation shook her back to the 
world. Its after-effects were felt by Sophie in such a way that they could not 
be muffled or smoothed away. 

It’s remarkable that Sophie didn’t cover Florence’s paintings, just her 
own. She didn’t cover them up, yet she had to flee them. Florence’s paintings 
couldn’t be covered, blanketed, smoothed over, muted under a heavy wrap 
that stilled, stayed, or stifled their disturbance. Smothering them with 
encaustic would only muffle the pulse, not stifle it completely. Florence’s 
paintings would continue to haunt Sophie if she remained amongst them.

Sophie abandoned two disturbances when she fled her studio in 
1918—both her own paintings and those of Florence. Yet perhaps Sophie 
fled Florence’s paintings more than her own. Mantling her own paintings, 
veiling them with encaustic, enabled Sophie to relive them intimately 
still, even though abandoned, in this “preservative repression”.29 Isn’t the 
encaustic layer one more metaphor for what she figured in her paintings, 

SLR-238
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representing her desire to conjoin two naked bodies in close embrace?30 
Encaustic may seem to entomb an image but at the same time it envelops 
and embraces it. Like plaster, it potentially creates a relief of its original in 
order to keep its image alive. Relieved of its original object, plaster still keeps 
a trace, to be recreated in casts endlessly, but smothering encaustic relives it 
intimately in a softer caress. In this light, these encaustic paintings seem no 
different from the numerous plaster casts of women’s vulvas Sophie entreated 
from visitors, however we might think of them as trophies of Sophie’s 
wanton sexuality or mere expressions of her curiosity (see SLR-274 to 288). 
Both plaster vulvas and veiled paintings keep the memory of her covert 
desires alive.

Even if she had tried, Sophie would not have been able to entomb 
Florence’s paintings. They would have resisted. After all, Florence’s paintings 
represent something else, being essentially of a different nature. It is not 
so much the couple’s paintings that oppose each other: the one erotic and 
quasi-spiritualized; the other mechanical and quasi-materialist.31 Rather, 
their contrary entombing and pulsating answer to different regimes of 
logic. Sophie’s entombed paintings adhere to the theological logic of the 
negative whereby wax maintains an imprint of memory in a meeting of 
“sensible surfaces”.32 Florence’s paintings depend on the positive logic of 
relay whereby ghostly sensations are transmitted. Such transmission renders 
a surface vibratory in order to imprint a pulse, not reproduce a surface.  
They flash hidden affects rather than bury obscured secrets.

CONCLUSION

Other scholars must now step forward to continue the investigation of Sophie 
La Rosière and make their contributions based on the facts compiled here—
and whatever else is sure to be uncovered in the future. This publication 
represents the efforts of the first responders, the initial excavators who 
fell upon this story, La Rosière’s studio, and its paintings. This small team 
has cobbled together a chronology of the artist’s life; it has inventoried the 
paintings and prepared a catalogue raisonné; it has separated the hands of 
La Rosière and her lover and model, Florence, herself an artist; and it has 
speculated, wildly at times, on the core problems—not the issue of La Rosière 
as a feminist precursor in art with her emphasis, obsession one could say, 
on the embodied iconography of female sexuality (Judy Chicago avant la 
lettre), but rather the psychological dynamics of what always, perhaps, will 
remain the central question of the repressive conservation of her paintings. 
The problematic covering of her paintings will always remain the symbol of 
any exercise in interpreting of her works. In fact, this repressive conservation 
offers itself as an exemplary case, a prime symbol, in any future general 
discussion of hermeneutics and theories of interpretation.

Considering, thus, the covering of her paintings, one layer 
obliterating another, can one even say that there is an interpretative level to 
our discussion here that stands critically outside the work and separate from 
it, that is not itself invaginated in its story—that doesn’t insinuate itself in 
all levels of the project, including its ongoing storytelling? It is impossible to 
write about this project without the verbs changing tense, mixing past and 
present in the process; without the text, as well, participating in the telling, 
not just recording and observing; without advocating for Sophie as well as 
for Iris, as if both were real and sometimes one and the same; and without 
adding to its secrets. In this project, fictions, heteronyms, and secrets are 
implicated one in the other, mixing freely and establishing their own inverted 
temporalities that confuse identities. Each successively deepens readings of 
the work. The fiction is a framework. It sets up the parameters within which 
the project is pursued. The heteronym is a means to maintain the practice 
that is ongoing. The secret sustains the story—a fiction behind the fiction—

and delays recognition, denies us immediate access to a motivating drive that 
obsessively produces the work. A fiction is a type of secret, a heteronym, 
too. They are ‘secrets’ we agree to maintain, as protocols we abide by. Only 
the actual secret escapes determination, all protocols, ultimately escaping 
our grasp too.
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1   Subsequently, the paintings have been fully exposed with the removal of the 
obscuring encaustic. Both paintings and X-rays can be viewed in the catalogue 
raisonné devoted to Sophie La Rosière’s work.

2   The term is Emily Apter’s. See Apter, “Introduction, Selections Octave Mirbeau”, 
The Decadent Reader, Asti Hustvedt ed, New York: Zone Books, 1998. 

3   X-rays reveal a third layer below the encaustic and oil painting, which differs in  
style from the final painting itself: its graphic patterning and cloisonné partitioning 
seem much closer to Art Nouveau.

4   Baudelaire, Charles, “Femmes damnées”, Baudelaire: Selected Poems, Joanna 
Richardson trans, London: Penguin Books, 1975, p 224.

5   Baudelaire, “Femmes damnées”, p 220.

6   Melding fact and fiction, it is easy to make connections. For instance, for a while, 
during the course of this project, I wondered whether it was possible to link La Rosière, 
or Florence, to one of the famous Paris salons run by ex-pat lesbian-Americans such 
as Gertrude Stein. I thought maybe Stein’s salon on Rue de Fleurus was a bit too 
‘masculinist’ and Sophie, or Florence, might be more comfortable at the Rue Jacob 
salon of the fabulously wealthy and flamboyant Natalie Barney. Perhaps a meeting 
might have taken place there during the First World War when Barney held anti-war 
meetings in her Temple of Friendship, a faux-Greek temple in her garden. And perhaps 
now it was Florence, rather than Sophie, who ventured out discreetly to avoid a doubly 
dubious association when Barney hosted the Women’s Congress for Peace. Here was  
a first possible connection.

But then I realized maybe it was not Natalie but her mother, Alice Pike, through 
whom a liaison was established. Alice was an artist. She first travelled to Paris in 1887 to 
be near her daughters, who were schooled at Les Ruches, run by the influential feminist 
educator Marie Souvestre. Alice herself studied with the famous academician and high-
society portraitist Carolus-Duran, who together with Jean-Jacques Henner operated 
“the studio for ladies” where Madeleine Smith, we know, attended. Here was a second 
possible connection. When Alice returned to Paris in 1896, she continued to study with 
Carolus-Duran as well as opening her own salon on Avenue Victor Hugo at which a new 
generation of symbolist painters were frequent guests, including Edmond Aman-Jean 
(1858–1936), known equally through Georges Seurat’s very beautiful profile portrait 
of him in conté crayon. Aman-Jean was born at the juncture of the Seine and Marne 
rivers, downstream from Nogent-sur-Marne. He, too, became a teacher. Would this be a 
third connection? All these possible connections were established in about ten minutes 
through the internet.

7   On this phenomena, see Maria Torok, “The Illness of Mourning and the Fantasy of 
the Exquisite Corpse”, The Shell and the Kernel: Renewals of Psychoanalysis, Volume 
I, Nicholas T Rand trans, Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1994, pp 107–124.

8   Abraham, Nicholas and Maria Torok, “Mourning or Melancholia: Introjection versus 
Incorporation”, The Shell and the Kernel, p 131. Other points to consider: “The crypt 
also includes the actual or supposed traumas that made introjection impossible”, p 130; 
“Inclusion does not occur unless the subject is convinced of the object’s total innocence”, 
p 136; “the primary aim of the fantasy life born of incorporation is to repair—in the realm 
of the imaginary, of course—the injury that really occurred and really affected the ideal 
object”, p 134.

9   Abraham and Torok, “Mourning or Melancholia”, p 131. 

10   “It should be remarked that as long as the crypt holds, there is no melancholia. It 
erupts when the walls are shaken, often as a result of the loss of some secondary love-
object who had buttressed them. Faced with the danger of seeing the crypt crumble, the 

ENDNOTES whole of the ego becomes one with the crypt, showing the concealed object of love in 
its own guise. Threatened with the imminent loss of its internal support—the kernel of its 
being—the ego will fuse with the included object, imagining that the object is bereft of 
its partner. Consequently, the ego begins the public display of an interminable process 
of mourning... without ever revealing, of course, the unspeakable secret.” Abraham 
and Torok, “Mourning or Melancholia”, p 136. Covering the paintings was a form of 
mourning with the encaustic masking itself as a black mourning veil.

11   Abraham and Torok, The Wolf Man’s Magic Word, Nicholas Rand trans, Minneapolis: 
The University of Minnesota Press, 1986. 

12   Abraham and Torok, The Wolf Man’s Magic Word, p lxii. 

13   Torok, Maria, “The Illness of Mourning and the Fantasy of the Exquisite Corpse”, 
The Shell and the Kernel, p 114.

14   Torok, “The Illness of Mourning and the Fantasy of the Exquisite Corpse”, p 113. 

15   Abraham and Torok, The Wolf Man’s Magic Word, pp 80, Ixii. See also: “The crypt 
marks a definite place in the topography. It is neither the dynamic unconscious nor 
the ego of introjections. Rather, it is an enclave between the two, a kind of artificial 
unconscious, lodged in the very midst of the ego. Such a tomb has the effect of sealing 
up the semipermeable walls of the dynamic unconscious.” Abraham and Torok, “The 
Topography of Reality: Sketching a Metapsychology of Secrets,” The Shell and the 
Kernel, p 159.

16   Abraham and Torok, The Wolf Man’s Magic Word, p 4.

17   Torok, “The Illness of Mourning and the Fantasy of the Exquisite Corpse”, p 117.

18   Abraham, Nicolas, The Case of Jonah, quoted in Jacques Derrida, “Foreword: 
Fors: The Anglish Words of Nicolas Abraham and Maria Torok”, Barbara Johnson 
trans, The Wolf Man’s Magic Word, p xi.

19   As quoted in Derrida, “Foreword: Fors”, p 118.

20   “To have a fantasy of incorporation is to have no other choice but to perpetuate 
a clandestine pleasure by transforming it, after it has been lost, into an intrapsychic 
secret.” Abraham and Torok, “Mourning or Melancholia”, p 131. How far does the 
“endocryptic identification” pass between Iris and Sophie? Is Häussler a cryptophore 
as well? Moreover, in Häussler’s case is the heteronym a type of incorporation? 

21   Abraham, “Notes on the Phantom: A Complement to Freud’s Metapsychology”, The 
Shell and the Kernel, p 172. “The phantom’s periodic and compulsive return lies beyond 
the scope of symptom-formation in the sense of a return of the repressed; it works like a 
ventriloquist, like a stranger within the subject’s own mental topography. The imaginings 
issuing from the presence of a stranger have nothing to do with fantasy strictly speaking. 
They neither preserve a topographical status quo nor announce a shift in it. Instead by 
their gratuitousness in relation to the subject, they create the impression of surrealistic 
flights of fancy or of oulipo-like verbal feats.” p 173.

22   Häussler’s dedication is equivalent to what Octavio Paz wrote about Pessoa: 
“inventor of other poets and destroyer of himself”. Paz, “Introduction: Unknown to 
Himself”, Fernando Pessoa: A Centenary Pessoa, Eugénio Lisboa and LC Taylor  
eds, Manchester: Carcanet Press Ltd, 2006, p 4.

23   The keyhole flower conjunction is also found in SLR-166 and SLR-203.  
Sometimes the appearance of a keyhole may only be a result of the accident of 
painting on dismantled furniture, but not apparently in SLR-167.

24   Courbet’s Young Ladies on the Banks of the Seine (Summer), 1856–57, and The 
Sleepers, 1862, gave La Rosière license for her Sapphic subject matter, but it is really 
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the elder painter’s Origin of the World, 1866, in its isolated close-up view of female 
genitalia, that expresses her obsession.

25   Häussler was a vehicle to produce Sophie’s paintings, but Iris conveyed no 
secrets, contrary to her mythological Greek namesake, the messenger of the gods.

26   Abraham and Torok, “The Topography of Reality: Sketching a Metapsychology  
of Secrets”, p 159.

27   A couple of paintings in Florence’s style, though, give us pause: SLR-192, 194. 
Both seem uncharacteristically to emphasize the genitals. We speculate that here 
Florence painted in her usual wet-in-wet method over a pre-existent image by Sophie  
in order to abstract and deny the underlying paintings’ emphasis of the sexual organ.

28   In these two sets of paintings, different worlds confronted each other, one surpassing 
the other. Just as Sophie’s painting surpassed the lingering academicism of Madeleine 
Smith, so Florence surpassed Sophie in its response to the moment, in its own small 
way reflecting the world historical effects of the First World War shattering the falsifying 
bourgeois ideals of the Belle Époque.

29   “To use less metaphorical language we shall call the tomb and its lock preservative 
repression, setting it off from the constitutive repression that is particularly apparent in 
hysteria and generally called dynamic repression. The essential difference between the 
two types of repression is that in hysteria, the desire, born of prohibition, seeks a way out 
through detours and finds it through symbolic fulfillment; whereas for the cryptophore, 
an already fulfilled desire lies buried—equally incapable of rising or of disintegrating.” 
Abraham and Torok, “The Topography of Reality: Sketching a Metapsychology of 
Secrets”, p 159.

30   In this respect, the encaustic covered SLR-263 would seem to be especially 
important, but also the enigmatically wrapped SLR-235 La Rosière kept with her until 
her death, which in X-ray we can see as two sleeping figures. Again, the fascination with 
Courbet’s The Sleepers is apparent here. For other conjoined or doubled figures, see 
SLR-008, 111, 112, 117–121, 153, 183, 214, 235, 256. That the X-ray of SLR 264 reveals 
three naked recumbent figures offers new paths of investigation, though it may have been 
merely a fantasy on Sophie’s part—or unless it is the fantasy of Sophie imagining herself 
and Florence, dreaming the two together beside the sleeping figure of herself on the left. 
While paintings usually are painted upright, encaustic would be applied on the horizontal, 
making the associations with tombs obvious but beds as well.

31   Was Florence answering to Sophie’s depiction of her through the stripped down 
materiality of her own paintings? She rejected figural articulation and any iconographic 
association in her own work. Even when there is a figural reference in Florence paintings, 
such as in SLR-215, the body is treated topographically rather than organically in the 
strictly iterative repetition of its striations. Contrast this mechanical rendition to the 
organic development of Sophie’s nudes that align drawing and volume to an iconography 
of fertility, with their references of bodily organs to pomegranates, artichokes and flowers 
in general—attributes, moreover, of Aphrodite (see SLR-214 [with reference back to the 
more naturalistic SLR-262] and the X-ray of 264). Instead of Florence’s mechanically 
iterated bodies, Sophie’s grow organically, generative and reproductive, as if they were 
seeded on a micro level, a case often revealed only through X-rays. Note as well Sophie’s 
habit in her late paintings of rendering the two bodies each in a distinct fashion, one 
‘seeded’, the other ‘petalled’, one presumably Sophie, the other Florence (see SLR-
235 as well as the X-rays of 263 and 264). Florence’s mechanical striations are a ‘no’ 
to being so characterized by the natural world.

32   “Traditionally, the arts of copying had been enshrouded with an aura of magic or 
theological mystery. The logic of the negative—wax to seal, cast to form, stone to print—
carried with it the enigma of parentage, of the transmission of physical and, usually, 
optical resemblance to another object, upon which the imprint remained stored as 
memory.... Copying therefore referred not to a merely material process but to a meeting 
of sensible surfaces, a matrix where internal properties and external regimes coincided. 

Hence, whether in its secular or theological formulations, copying or mechanical 
inscription signified an ontological relay, or in André Bazin’s characterization of the 
photographic image, as a ‘transference of reality from the thing to its reproduction’.” 
Brain, Robert Michael, The Pulse of Modernism: Physiological Aesthetics in  
Fin-de-Siècle Europe, Seattle: University of Washington Press, 2015, pp 9–10.
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